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AN ANALYSIS OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN BEGINNING FLIGHT
TRAINING: PERFORMANCE PREDICTION, PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT, AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT
Ryan Olson
Western Michigan University, 2002
The current project was designed to explore potential strategies for reducing
the risk of accidents and incidents with beginning flight students (V = 28) by: (a)
evaluating the CogScreen™ Aeromedical Edition (CogScreen-AE) test as a predictor
of performance, (b) investigating patterns in student performance using expanded data
collection procedures, including more extensive measurement of landings, and (c)
evaluating the effects of early supplemental training on a personal computer-based
aviation training device (PCATD).

The experimental manipulation employed a

matched pairs research design and exposed a treatment group (rt = 14) to six trials of
“skill pattern” practice on a PCATD, with each trial lasting approximately 25
minutes. The treatment group performed better than the control group on average on
every dependent measure, however, these differences were not statistically
significant.

A criterion measure of student progress was regressed on five

CogScreen-AE factors delineated by Taylor, O’Hara, Mumenthaler, and Yesavage
(2000). Stepwise multiple regression analysis resulted in a single predictor model
based on the factor Speed and Working Memory (N = 23; R = .62, adjusted R2 = .35, p
= .00). The most frequent landing errors occurred for flare and follow-through after
touchdown, and errors decreased as flight lessons increased (r = -.34, p = .00). The
results are discussed in terms of potential learning and safety benefits for beginning
flight students.
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INTRODUCTION
Critical Issues for Beginning Flight Students
The College of Aviation (COA) at Western Michigan University has
established an outstanding safety record over a long history of training pilots.
However, the existence of both domestic and international pilot training programs and
a rapidly increasing student population has prompted COA leadership to pay special
attention to risk management practices in recent years. This concern may be generally
viewed as the management of internal or inherent risks involved with flight training.
An analysis of historical accidents and incidents at the COA revealed that the
majority of such occurrences happened during the landing stage of flight and involved
solo student pilots with 30 or fewer hours of total flying experience (Olson, Rantz, &
Dickinson, 2001).

These historical data suggested that maximally effective risk

management practices should include expanded data collection on the landing
performance of beginning flight students and an investment in research to explore
possible strategies for improving student learning and reducing risk. Teaching a
student pilot an effective professional flying repertoire is a complicated process, and
the progress of beginning flight students, including the development of landing skills,
is not always given the special attention it deserves.
An inherent challenge of flight instruction is to help novice pilots become
experts as quickly as possible while simultaneously minimizing risk.

A

comprehensive focus on the entire training system may provide the best vantage point
for evaluating efforts to minimize the risk of errors, incidents, and accidents under
demanding training conditions. Outlining exactly what constitutes a comprehensive
1
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approach to risk management in aviation is beyond the scope of this project, however,
it is the author’s opinion that there are at least 5 areas of leverage for reducing risk in
flight school environments. These leverage points can be summarized as: (1) the
exceptional maintenance of aircraft, facilities, and equipment in order to reduce the
risk of equipment failure and/or environment-induced pilot error; (2) the use of state
of the art selection methods in order to hire the best flight instructors possible and/or
admit only those students who are most likely to succeed; (3) the development of
rigorous policies and procedures designed to protect organization members, including
beginning flight students, from undue risk (e.g., restricting first solo flights to certain
air traffic and weather conditions); (4) high quality training methods planned and
practiced on a daily basis; and (5) the use of performance management systems that
encourage both instructors and students to perform to expected standards in all cases.
The current project was designed to contribute to the second, fourth, and fifth
strategies listed above, namely the development of valid student selection methods,
the continuous improvement of training practices, and the development of systematic
and data-oriented performance management systems. More specifically, the project
was designed to (a) evaluate the CogScreen™ Aeromedical Edition (CogScreen-AE)
test as a predictor of student performance in beginning flight training, (b) analyze the
performance and progress of students during the time period when they are at-risk of
accidents and incidents using expanded data collection procedures, including more
extensive measurement of student landings, and (c) evaluate the effects of early
supplemental training on a personal computer-based aviation training device
(PCATD). The study was designed to be broad in scope and exploratory in nature,
with the general goal of developing possible strategies for improving student learning
and reducing student risk during beginning flight training.
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REVEW OF LITERATURE
The CogScreen™ Aeromedical Edition: History and Current Applications
The CogScreen-AE test was originally developed to screen pilots for mild
neurological dysfunction, but has since been extended to other purposes, including the
prediction of pilot performance (Kay, 1995). The origins and initial purpose of the
test are best summarized in the introductory section of the CogScreen-AE
Professional Manual (Kay, 1995):
CogScreen-Aeromedical Edition (CogScreen-AE) is a computeradministered and scored cognitive screening instrument designed to
rapidly assess deficits or changes in attention, immediate- and short
term memory, visual perceptual functions, sequencing functions,
logical problem-solving, calculation skills, reaction time, simultaneous
information processing abilities, and executive functions. CogScreenAE was initially designed to meet the Federal Aviation
Administration’s need for an instrument that could detect subtle
changes in cognitive functioning: “changes which left unnoticed may
result in poor pilot judgment or slow reaction time in critical
operational situations” (Engelberg, Gibbons, & Doege, 1986, p. 1589).
(p. 1)
As this quotation asserts, the test was originally designed to assess abilities thought to
be important for pilots. This quality has lead to increasing use of the CogScreen-AE
for personnel selection and placement purposes in the aviation industry. CogScreenAE is currently used by Delta Airlines for selection purposes, and since Delta
sponsors a scholarship program at the COA, leaders at the COA have been interested
in evaluating its validity as a screening instrument for admission into the aviation
flight sciences bachelors degree program, which currently uses only grade point
average and minimum pre-requisite coursework as admission standards.

3
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As of

November 2001, the COA implemented mandatory CogScreen-AE testing for all
students applying to begin active flight training in the aviation flight sciences
program. Test results are not yet being used for selection purposes, but taking the test
is now required before an admitted student can begin flying. With regard to the
current study, the COA’s initiative enabled the use of a matched pairs research design
to evaluate the experimental manipulation (see Method section). The initiative also
provided an opportunity to evaluate the CogScreen-AE as a predictor of performance
in beginning flight training.
Normative Data and the Influence of Demographics
The content of the CogScreen-AE grew from initial research and development
work that included an extensive review of literature on other instruments designed to
detect neurological dysfunction and on input from experts regarding the critical
abilities of pilots (Kay, 1995). Normative databases were created for pilots by the
following age groups: (a) < 35; (b) 35 - 39; (c) 4 0 -4 4 ; (d) 45 - 49; (e) 50 - 54; (f) >
54.

At the time the CogScreen-AE Professional Manual was published, the

normative database for U.S. pilots was based on N = 584.
Using this normative database, Kay (1995) examined the influence of
demographic characteristics on CogScreen-AE scores by age, gender, education level,
flight hours, and estimated IQ (Kay, 1995).

Age was the most influential

demographic factor, with seven CogScreen-AE measures correlating with age at JO
and higher, with the highest correlation being .35.

These seven measures were

Shifting Attention instruction speed. Visual Sequence Comparison speed, Dual Task
previous number dual accuracy, Symbol Digit Coding thruput, Visual Sequence
Comparison thruput. Shifting Attention instruction thruput, and Shifting Attention
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discovery thruput (thruput scores are measures of speed and accuracy; see Description
of CogScreen-AE Subtests section below for explanations of these tests and
measures). The live measures most highly correlated with age were used to compute
a multiple correlation coefficient of .49 (24% of variance on these scores was
accounted for by age).
Gender, education level, and flight hours were not significant demographic
influences on CogScreen-AE scores. With regard to gender influences, only 28 pilots
in the normative sample were female, but these participants were matched with 28
male pilots for age and years of education in order to make comparisons. The only
statistically significant differences between males and females were found for Dual
Task tracking alone boundary hits and Dual Task tracking dual boundary hits. On the
former measure, females averaged 2.8 boundary hits and males averaged 1.0 hits; on
the latter measure, females averaged 4.1 hits and males averaged 1.9. With the
contribution of age partitioned out, education level accounted for a maximum of 1.7%
of the variance on any one measure of performance. Flight hours did not account for
more than 2.5% of the variance for any CogScreen-AE measure. And finally, eleven
CogScreen-AE scores were moderately correlated with estimated full-scale IQ (range
in magnitude = -.12 to .29).
Description of CoeScreen-AE Subtests
The CogScreen-AE consists of eleven computer-based subtests named as
follows: (1) Backward Digit Span; (2) Math; (3) Visual Sequence Comparison; (4)
Symbolic Digit Coding; (5) Matching to Sample; (6) Manikin; (7) Divided Attention;
(8) Auditory Sequence Comparison; (9) Pathfinder; (10) Shifting Attention; and (11)
Dual Task.

It takes approximately 45 minutes to complete the entire test. The
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following descriptions of subtests were adapted with permission from Tables 1 and 7
- 17 in the CogScreen-AE Professional Manual (Kay, 1995).
The Backward Digit Span test requires respondents to recall a sequence of
visually presented digits in reverse order and is intended to measure visual attention,
working memory, and verbal-sequential processing abilities.
The Math test involves traditional math work problems with answers in
multiple-choice format. This test is intended to measure computational math skills,
attention, concentration, working memory, reading comprehension, and logical
reasoning.
The Visual Sequence Comparison test requires respondents to compare two
simultaneously presented series of letters and numbers. It is intended to measure
visual attention, working memory, verbal-sequential processing, and visual-perceptual
speed.
The Symbol Digit Coding test requires respondents to substitute digits for
symbols using an equivalence guide or key, followed by immediate and delayed recall
of the symbol-digit pairs. This test is intended to measure attention, visual scanning,
working memory, speed of information processing, and immediate and delayed visual
paired-associate memory.
The Matching to Sample test requires respondents to choose a matching
stimulus from two options after a brief presentation of a four-by-four pattern of
colored squares. Matching to Sample is intended to measure visual-perceptual speed,
spatial processing, and visual-working memory.
Manikin is a test that shows respondents pictures of a human figure holding a
flag in various states of rotation, and then requires respondents to identify whether the
figure is holding the flag in his/her right or left hand. This test is intended to measure
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visual-spatial perception, spatial orientation, and ability to mentally rotate visual
images.
The Divided Attention test requires respondents to monitor the vertical
movements of a bar within a circle and return the bar to the center position when its
deviation from center exceeds an upper or lower boundary. This monitoring task is
presented alone and in combination with the Visual Sequence Comparison task and is
intended to measure visual monitoring, choice visual reaction time, impulsivity,
divided attention, working memory, verbal-sequential processing, visual-perceptual
speed, and capacity for multitasking.
The Auditory Sequence Comparison test requires the respondent to
discriminate between two separately presented series of tone patterns and is intended
to measure auditory attention, working memory, and sound pattern discrimination.
The Pathfinder test involves a visual sequencing and scanning task that
requires respondents to sequence numbers, letters, and alternating sets of numbers and
letters.

It is intended to measure number and letter sequencing skills, ability to

systematically apply an organizing principle, immediate memory, motor coordination,
visual scanning, and the ability to shift mental set.
In the Shifting Attention test respondents learn three response rules that are
first practiced alone. Next, the rules are rapidly changed so that a given rule is
applicable for one trial. In the final task, the respondent uses deductive reasoning to
identify the rule and then apply the rule until feedback indicates that the rule has
changed. This test is intended to measure concept formation (attribute identification),
mental

flexibility,

sustained

attention,

deductive

reasoning

(rule-Ieaming),

vulnerability to response interference, working memory, application of novel rules,
visual scanning, choice visual reaction time, and perseverative tendencies.
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The last subtest of the CogScreen-AE is the Dual Task, which consists of two
tasks, each of which is performed alone and then together as a simultaneous task. The
first task is a visual-motor tracking test and the second is a continuous memory task
involving recall of the previously presented number.

It is intended to measure

sustained attention, visual-motor tracking, divided attention, and working memory.
Names of subtests, descriptions of tasks in each subtest, and the abilities each
intends to measure are summarized in Table 1 below (adapted with permission from
Tables 1 and 7-17 in Kay, 1995).
Table 1
A Description of CogScreen-AE Subtests
Subtest

Description of Task

Abilities Measured

Backward Digit
Span (BDS)

Recall of a sequence of
visually presented digits in
reverse order

Visual attention, working
memory, and verbal-sequential
processing

Math (MATH)

Traditional math work
problems with multiple choice
answer format

Computational math skills,
attention, concentration,
working memory, reading
comprehension, and logical
reasoning

Visual Sequence
Comparison
(VSC)

Comparison of two
simultaneously presented
series of letters and numbers

Visual attention, working
memory, verbal-sequential
processing, and visualperceptual speed

Symbol Digit
Coding (SDC)

Substitution of digits for
symbols using a key, followed
by immediate and delayed
recall of symbol-digit pairs

Attention, visual scanning,
working memory, speed of
information processing, and
immediate and delayed visual
paired-associate memory
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Table 1— Continued
Subtest

Description of Task

Abilities Measured

Matching to
Sample (MTS)

Following a brief presentation
of a four-by-four pattern of
colored squares, the
respondent identifies the
matching pattern from two
choices

Visual-perceptual speed,
spatial processing, and visualworking memory

Manikin (MAN)

Mental rotation task requiring
respondent to identify the hand
in which a rotated human
figure is holding a flag

Visual-spatial perception,
spatial orientation, and ability
to mentally rotate visual
images

Divided Attention
(DAT)

Respondent monitors the
vertical movements of a bar
within a circle and returns the
bar to the center position when
its deviation from center
exceeds an upper or lower
boundary. The monitoring
task is presented alone and in
combination with the Visual
Sequence Comparison Task

Visual monitoring, choice
visual reaction time,
impulsivity, divided attention,
working memory, verbalsequential processing, visualperceptual speed, and capacity
for multitasking

Auditory Sequence Comparison of two series of
Comparison
tone patterns
(ASC)

Auditory attention, working
memory, and sound pattern
discrimination

Pathfinder (PF)

Number and letter sequencing
skills, ability to systematically
apply an organizing principle,
immediate memory, motor
coordination, visual scanning,
and ability to shift mental set

Visual sequencing and
scanning task that requires
respondents to sequence
numbers, letters, and an
alternating set of numbers and
letters
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Table 1— Continued

10

Subtest

Description of Task

Abilities Measured

Shifting Attention
(SAT)

Respondent Ieams three
response rules, each of which
is practiced in isolation. Rules
are then rapidly changed so
that a given rule is active for a
single trial. In the final task,
the respondent uses deductive
reasoning to identify the rule
and then applies the rule until
feedback indicates that the
rule has changed

Concept formation (attribute
identification), mental
flexibility, sustained attention,
deductive reasoning (rulelearning), vulnerability to
response interference, working
memory, application of novel
rules, visual scanning, choice
visual reaction time, and
perseverative tendencies

Dual Task (DTT)

Consists of two tasks, each of Sustained attention, visualwhich is performed alone and motor tracking, divided
then together as a
attention, and working memory
simultaneous task. One task is
a visual-motor tracking test
The second task is a
continuous memory task
involving recall of the
previously presented number

Data Output
CogScreen-AE software automatically saves a report that “...includes time,
date, session number, subtest parameters, a record of each subtest item presented, the
response, and summary statistics. For each subtest the summary statistics include
number of trials, number correct number incorrect number unanswered, median
reaction time for all responses, standard deviation of reaction time for correct
responses, thruput and accuracy” (Kay, 1995, p. 29; see Appendix A for a complete
summary of measures generated by each subtest). Additional scores called process
measures and are also calculated to capture qualities such as impulsivity,
coordination, and qualitative errors that not captured by accuracy, speed, or thruput
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measures. The standard CogScreen-AE report also includes percentile scores for each
subtest measure.
Test-Retest Reliability
The most relevant test-retest reliability coefficients for the CogScreen-AE are
those computed using thruput measures because they tend to produce normal
distributions and represent both speed and accuracy for single subtests (Kay, 1995).
During a test-retest reliability validation study, a total of 199 pilots completed three
test administrations at baseline, 6-month, and 12-month testing intervals. Thruput
test-retest reliability coefficients ranged from .69 to .90 with an average of .80 (Kay,
1995).
Content Validity
As discussed previously, the foundation for the content of the CogScreen-AE
subtests was a research and development project involving an extensive review of
literature and consultation with experts. This included a review of aviation task
analyses of the knowledge, skills, and abilities critical for performing competently as
a pilot. The content validity of the CogScreen-AE is therefore supported in part by
the extent to which its subtests assess abilities deemed important by aviation task
analyses. Kay (1995) reported that:
According to these task analyses, the cognitive functions essential to
skilled aviation performance include: verbal comprehension; memory
(encoding, storage, and retrieval); visual scanning and perceptual
speed; kinesthetic sensitivity; visual pattern or sequence comparison;
memory search; reaction time; coordination; spatial orientation; rate
control; application of rules; inductive and deductive reasoning;
mental flexibility; and focused, sustained and divided attention, (p. 51)
In addition to referencing aviation task analyses, pilots, engineers, aviation medical
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examiners, and other aerospace specialists were consulted regarding the face validity
of subtests, the appropriate level of difficulty for subtests, and the usability of the
overall testing system. Subtests were also rated according to “aviation relevance” by
a sample of 320 pilots recruited from the normative database. Possible ratings ranged
from 1 to 7, with 1 being highly relevant and 7 being highly irrelevant The average
rating for all subtests combined was 2.9.

Divided Attention, Visual Sequence

Comparison, and Math subtests were rated as relevant by more than 80% of pilots
with mean relevance scores of 2.5, 2.5, and 2.6 respectively. The Backward Digit
Span test was rated the least relevant with an average rating of 4, with 44.2% of
respondents rating it as irrelevant (e.g., assigning a rating of 5,6, or 7).
Convergent and discriminant validity of the CogScreen-AE in relation to other
neurological dysfunction screening instruments has been investigated thoroughly, but
these data are not directly relevant to the purpose of the current study, and are
therefore not reported here.
Factor Analyses
Kay (1995) reported a 9-factor solution for the CogScreen-AE that accounted
for 67.0% and 67.1% of the variance across two initial studies, respectively. The
factor titles are: (1) Visual Scanning and Sequencing; (2) Attribute Identification; (3)
Visual Perceptual and Spatial Processing; (4) Motor Coordination; (5) Choice Visual
Reaction Time; (6) Visual Associative Memory; (7) Tracking; (8) Working Memory;
and (9) Numerical Operations. A more detailed description of factorial validity,
including descriptions of each factor and the CogScreen-AE subtest scores
contributing to each is available in the CogScreen-AE Professional Manual (Kay,
1995).
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Taylor, O’Hara, Mumenthaler, and Yesavage (2000), in a study that examined
the relationship between CogScieen-AE scores, flight simulator performance, and
pilot age, used principal components analysis to create a set of predictors that were
less redundant than Kay’s (1995) 9 factor solution. Based on their analyses, Taylor et
al. (2000) left Kay (1995) factors 2, 4, 6, and 7 intact, but created a new combined
factor called Speed/Working Memory that was an average of Kay (1995) factors 1,3,
5, 8, and 9. The resulting 5 predictors organized by Taylor et al. (2000) are: (1)
Speed/Working Memory, (2) Visual Associative Memory, (3) Motor Coordination,
(4) Tracking, and (5) Attribute Identification. A discussion of the predictive validity
of these 5 factors is presented in the Aviation Performance Studies sub-section of the
Criterion Validity section below.
Criterion Validity
Diagnosing and Predicting Mild Brain Dysfunction. To assess the validity of
the CogScreen-AE for diagnosing and predicting mild brain dysfunction, Kay (1995)
conducted discriminant functional analyses. Pilots (n = 41), age- and educationmatched non-pilot normals (n = 42), and age- and education-matched patients with
mild brain dysfunction (n - 40) were tested with the Cog Screen-AE. Actual brain
dysfunction was established by neuroimaging, history of surgery, and/or history of
concussion with loss of consciousness. An equation that included scores on Manikin
accuracy, Pathfinder combined speed, Pathfinder combined accuracy. Matching to
Sample speed. Matching to Sample accuracy, and Manikin speed correctly classified
87.5% of patients and 90.5% of pilots. When 10 abstinent alcoholics, who had been
labeled with mild brain dysfunction, were removed from the analysis, classification
accuracy was 94.4%. Kay (1995) commented that these very successful results should
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be interpreted with caution pending cross-validation research. Whether or not errors
in classification were false positives or false negatives was not reported.
Aviation Performance Studies. Kay (1995) reported that at the time of the
publication of the CogScreen-AE Professional Manual, three lines of evidence
supported the validity of the CogScreen-AE as a measure of aviation related skills:
...fl) parallels between CogScreen errors and the piloting errors that
have led to clinical referrals; (2) research on aging pilots that has
demonstrated a significant correlation between CogScreen-AE
performance and simulated approaches and landings in a high-fidelitiy
727 simulator (DeLarocca & Schroeder, 1992); and the results of a
retrospective 3-year study comparing CogScreen-AE scores and actual
flight errors as measured by the flight data recorders in commercial jet
aircraft (Yakimovich, Strongin, Govorushenko, Schroeder, & Kay,
1994). (p. 82)
The third line of evidence above from Yakimovich, Strongin, Govorushenko,
Schroeder, and Kay (1994) is especially relevant to the current study because actual
flight errors were used to calculate the criterion measure. A flight violations index
was calculated for Russian flight captains (N = 75) that was based on the number and
seriousness of flight errors, divided by the pilots’ cumulative flight hours. Flight
violation index semes were significantly correlated with nine CogScreen-AE
measures (range = -.23 to -.51 ,p < .01).
The study by Taylor, O’Hara, Mumenthaler, and Yesavage (2000) discussed
above provides additional support for the CogScreen-AE as a predictor of pilot
performance.

In that study, the authors created 5 CogScreen-AE factors and

evaluated their relationship with flight simulator performance and pilot age. Their
speed/working memory factor was most strongly correlated with flight simulator
performance measures, with the highest being a .57 correlation with a flight summary
score. Multiple linear regression analysis produced an equation using Speed/Working
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Memory, Visual Associative Memory, Tracking, and Motor Coordination factors as
predictors that accounted for 45% of the variance in flight summary scores. The work
of Taylor et al. (2000) informed two important aspects of the current study. Their
Speed/Working Memory factor was used to match participants in pairs (see the
Experimental Design section) and their complete 5 factor analysis was used to
conduct multiple regression analyses related to the performance of beginning flight
students (see the Results section).
In addition to published research, both Delta and American Airlines have
conducted private validation studies of the CogScreen-AE as a predictor of pilot
performance (Robert Pennock, personal communication, September 2001). However,
both airlines have policies against sharing these data with external researchers.
Hypotheses Regarding the Relationship of CoeScreen-AE to the Performance of
Beginning Flight Students
Based upon the growing research indicating that performance on the
CogScreen-AE is related to aviation performance in the field, the null hypothesis for
the current study was that in the population from which the current sample of aviation
students was drawn, no linear relationship exists between CogScreen-AE scores and
performance (Ho: p - 0). The alternative hypothesis was that in the population from
which the current sample of aviation students was drawn, the linear relationship
between CogScreen-AE scores and performance is not zero (Hi: p ± 0).
It was the author’s a priori prediction that the current study would produce
evidence supporting the alternative hypothesis, or more specifically, that evidence
would suggest a positive linear relationship between CogScreen-AE scores and
beginning flight student performance.
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Early Supplemental Training and Beginning Flight Student Performance
A General History of Flight Simulation
Flight simulation has been practiced in one form or another since the 1920s
(Koonce & Bramble, 1998; Valverde, 1968). Simulation technology progressed from
engineless aircraft tethered to the ground, then to rudimentary mechanical simulators,
then to electro-mechanical simulators, and then to analog and digital computer-based
machines.

The first forms of simulation that included concurrent visual stimuli

involved a horizon line alone or a scenic picture projected onto a screen outside of the
windows of the simulator. With the invention of television, terrain model boards
were built and filmed by a computer-controlled camera. As pilots gave inputs to
simulator controls the computer-controlled camera moved over the terrain model
board, and television screens were used to display the changing terrain imagery.
Terrain model boards were eventually replaced with computer generated imagery
technology, which has advanced considerably to date (Koonce & Bramble, 1998).
Modem computer generated images are now capable of projecting highly realistic
views of terrain and weather systems based on satellite imagery (Elite Simulation
Solutions, 2001).
The general advancement of visual projection systems has been accompanied
by efforts to simulate the motions of flying aircraft The first variety of moving
simulation involved an airplane mounted on a pylon under windy conditions. Air
moving over the control surfaces of the simulator created some motion for the pilot in
training.

Later, more advanced systems were developed that were capable of

movement along three different axes (e.g., pitch [nose or fuselage up and down], roll
[wing rotation from horizontal], and yaw [nose or fuselage right and left]).
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Prior to and during World War II, simulation was an expensive enterprise
available almost exclusively to military pilots and military pilots in training.
However, after the war, some universities were able to acquire surplus simulators for
research and training purposes (Koonce, 1984). While full motion and fixed based
simulators are no longer available exclusively for the military, they are still an
expensive investment, with fixed base single engine simulators costing as much as
$300,000 and full motion simulators costing over $1,000,000. Modem full motion
simulators can produce movements along 6 different axes, such as the FRASCA 737400 simulator used by the COA for its jet orientation courses. High-end simulators
with 6-axis motion capabilities and three-dimensional visual systems can indeed
“simulate” very closely the stimuli experienced by a pilot in actual flight
The effectiveness of training in machines with high motion and visual fidelity
is generally well documented, but the extent to which specific visual and motion cues
are needed for effective transfer of training has not been well documented (Koonce &
Bramble, 1998). Inasmuch as low-end personal computer-based aviation devices are
growing in availability, improving in quality, and decreasing in cost more refined
questions regarding the specific skill sets that can be learned on these devices and the
critical stimuli for effective transfer are salient In other words, now that more people
can easily gain access to simulated flight software and hardware, professionals in the
field of aviation are interested in making the most effective use of this technology.
The FAA has established restrictions regarding the extent to which personal computer
-based devices can be used in flight training (Federal Aviation Administration, 1997).
A machine that meets FAA software and hardware standards for formal flight training
is referred to as a personal computer-based aviation training device (PCATD). At the
current time, PCATDs may only be used for a maximum of four hours of instrument
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training applied toward earning an instrument flight rules (IFR) rating. Traditional
simulators with higher visual and/or motion fidelity, generally referred to as flight
training devices (FTDs), may be used for both visual flight rules (VFR) and IFR
training with fewer restrictions.
Simulated Landing Practice
Frisby (1947), then director of the National Institute of Industrial Psychology
in Great Britain, published a report of his research activities as an advisor to the Air
Ministry at the Empire Flying School. While this report was written over SO years
ago, the content illustrates concerns that are still relevant to contemporary flight
training. As part of the introduction to an experiment with a landing trainer Frisby
wrote:
Although the final touch down is not independent of the nature of the
approach to land, it is the aspect of landing which causes the most
difficulties to most pupils, and at the ordinary Elementary Training
School airfield, the pupil cannot carry out more than six to eight touch
downs in one hour of practice, since the rest of the time is devoted to
take-off and flying the circuit (p. 29)
The landing trainer used by Frisby is now obsolete, however, learning challenges
faced by beginning flight students are still the same. The relevant question remains,
how do you improve the acquisition of landing skills when learning trials are limited
by the nature of flying?

Simulated landing practice on the ground is the most

thoroughly explored solution.
The experiment described by Frisby (1947) involved an experimental group
that was given practice on a landing trainer just prior to initiating landing practice in
the held and a control group that did not receive the treatment

One hundred

participants were matched according to age, marital status, scores on a psychomotor
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test, and scores on tests of reasoning, mechanical comprehension, spatial perception,
and arithmetic and mathematics. Each of the resulting SO pairs of students was
assigned to the same instructor, with one assigned to the treatment group and the
other to the control group. The project was rolled out with 10 pairs of students
beginning training each week over a period of five weeks.

The treatment was

administered between 2.5 and 4 hours of flight experience. Due to illness, only 47
pairs completed the experiment.

The author concluded that the landing trainer

effectively reduced the amount of flight time required by students to learn to fly,
although specific time reductions were not reported.
This general approach to evaluating the transfer of landing skills in beginning
flight training is still applied today, with some refinements. In general, the strategy
involves the provision of early supplemental simulation training of some kind, and
then evaluating the effects of this training with general measures of progress through
the flight curriculum.
Miller (1958) represents another early example of transfer of training research.
He assessed the effects of several types of training aids, including simulated flight
training, on a variety of flight performance measures. Training aids were developed
for teaching flight procedures, trimming, knowledge of the local area, nose attitudes,
and landing approaches. Measures used in the study included flight grades, pre-solo
flight time, the results of check rides, and instructor rankings of student skills from
best to worst. Students rated the value of the training aids according to the following
options: (a) helped a lot; (b) helped a little; (c) don’t know or don’t believe it helped;
and (d) interfered.

Miller (1958) found statistically significant advantages for

procedures training, trim training, and training for familiarity for the local area.
Advantages of the landing approach training may have been minimal due to the
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rudimentary quality of the simulation.
Visual Fidelity and Transfer of Simulated

I .a n rfin p

Practice: Research at the

University of Dlinois at Urhan-Champaien. Researchers have continued to investigate
the benefits of landing practice in flight-training devices (FTDs) for beginning flight
students. Lintem and colleagues at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
conducted extensive research on this general topic during the 1980s and 1990s. These
researchers dedicated a significant series of studies to examining the relative value of
certain characteristics of visual projection scenes used with FTDs (e.g., Lintem &
Garrison, 1992: Lintem & Koonce, 1991; 1992; Lintem & Liu, 1991; Lintem,
Roscoe, & Sivier, 1990; Lintem, Taylor, Koonce, Kaiser, & Morrison, 1997; Lintem
& Walker, 1991; Taylor, Lintem, & Talleur, 1994).
Perhaps the most comprehensive and representative study produced by Lintem
and colleagues was Lintem, Roscoe, Koonce, and Segal (1990) titled “Transfer of
Landing Skills in Beginning Flight Training.” Lintem et al. (1990) provided an
experimental group of beginning flight students with two hours of landing practice in
a custom-built FTD prior to the onset of landing practice in the field. The transfer
effectiveness of this training was evaluated both in the FTD (i.e., quasi-transfer) and
in the field using general measures of student progress (i.e., transfer). The custombuilt FTD was called an ELLIMAC, and it was equipped with an IRIS visual
projection system. The ILLIMAC had been programmed to provide supplementary
visual cues within the projected airfield scene during the approach to landing phase of
flight. These visual cues were called adaptive prediction and adapted guidance, and
combinations of these visual features were evaluated using a 2 X 2 factorial design.
Adaptive prediction showed an airplane symbol out ahead in the visual scene
that predicted the future position of the plane given the student’s current operations.
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Adapted guidance consisted of vertical poles called F-bars that pointed in the
direction of the corrective action a student should take when they deviated from the
glide path during their approach. The researchers assigned students to instructors in
pairs, although students were not matched by any characteristics known to correlate
with abilities related to flying. Students were then randomly assigned to the control
group or one of four simulated landing practice groups. On average, simulated
landing practice students required 9.8 fewer practice landings before being cleared for
a first solo flight (p = .02). Translated into flight hours, a mean difference this size
would save experimental students approximately 1.5 hours of flight training, which is
about the number of hours that would be required to complete 9 practice landings at
the home airport for students at the University of Illinois. The mean number of flight
hours prior to first solo flight for the experimental group was 1 hour less than the
control group. However, this difference was not statistically significant.
Instructors were aware of the group membership of their students, but they
were not told that number of landings practiced prior to first solo flight was going to
be the main dependent measure for evaluating the effects of simulated landing
practice. Instructors tend to use slightly different criteria for determining when a
student is qualified for a first solo flight.
instructional methods and competence.

Instructors also vary in terms of

Therefore, the effects of instructor

assignment could have contributed greatly to differences on dependent measures.
Lintem et al. investigated this possibility by computing the correlation between the
number of pre-solo attempted landings by the 17 experimental students (x scores) and
the number of pre-solo attempted landings of the corresponding 17 control students (y
scores). The result was a statistically significant correlation of .43. Since students
were assigned to instructors in pairs, this represents a moderate linear relationship
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between instructor assignment and number of pre-solo landings.
Lintem et al. (1990) is an important reference point for the current study
because they evaluated the effects of early supplemental training on the performance
of beginning flight students. However, the extent to which the training provided in
Lintem et al. (1990) improved performance in the field was evaluated only with
global measures of progress through the flight curriculum. It would be useful in
future studies to evaluate similar independent variables with more extensive measures
of student performance.
Personal Computer-Based Skill Practice
Simulated landing practice in an FTD is not the only option for speeding the
learning curve for students or for preventing early errors in a dangerous flight
environment. FTDs are expensive machines and not every flight school can afford to
own and operate one. Even when schools can afford high fidelity FTDs, they are
often in near continuous use during available hours for instrument and procedural
training. The emergence of PCATDs has improved the affordability of simulated
flight training.

However, PCATDs provide stimuli that resemble real flying

conditions to a lesser extent than FTDs, and as discussed previously, PCATDs are
approved only for IFR (Federal Aviation Administration, 1997). While PCATDs may
not be approved for VFR instruction, they may represent low cost tools for orienting
students to airplane controls or teaching elementary skill sets that may speed student
progress or prevent certain types of errors. Although considerable research may be
required before the FAA approves PCATDs for this type of instruction, the potential
learning and safety benefits are great. In other words, even though students cannot
currently apply PCATD time toward private pilot certification, a flight school could
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still require early supplemental PCATD training for safety and learning benefits.
There is evidence that training in fixed-base, low visual fidelity simulators can
improve the acquisition of what are thought to be visually referenced skills. Ritchie
and Michael (1955) and Ritchie and Hanes (1964) reported improved contact (i.e.,
visually referenced) flight performance by participants after they had received
instrument training (i.e., non-visually referenced).

More recently, Lintem and

colleagues have observed results that question the universal value of high simulator
fidelity for teaching flying skills. Lintem and Garrison (1992) found that when
training students on crosswind technique in an FTD, there was no benefit from
training with high versus low scene detail on the visual projection system.
Furthermore, they reported that, “In contrast to a high-fidelity theory of transfer, the
data show that values of crosswind higher or lower than the transfer value can be
advantageous in certain circumstances” (p. 225). When discussing the results of this
study the authors encouraged more sophisticated investigations of the specific skills
being learned in simulated flight training: “From knowing more precisely what is
learned and how it is learned, it may be possible to formulate principles of instruction
that can be generalized across a wide range of tasks and conditions” (p. 244). The
potential savings and safety benefits of simulated flight training are great, and with
PCATDs improving in quality and decreasing in cost, research in this area is a worthy
enterprise.
Two additional interesting examples of personal computer (PC)-based
simulation training illustrate the potential benefits of developing early supplemental
training for beginning pilots with PC-based technology. Dennis and Harris (1998)
from Cranfield University in England evaluated PC-based simulation as an adjunct to
ab initio (i.e., from the beginning) style flight training, where students are trained
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intensively over periods as short as 14 months for employment as commercial jet
pilots. In this study, twenty-one students without any previous flying experience were
randomly assigned to one of three groups: (1) no PC training; (2) PC training using
the mouse for controls; or (3) PC training using representative flight controls. All
participants received a standard verbal briefing prior to their first flight

This

included instructions about aircraft control theory, primary flight controls,
instruments, how to fly straight and level at a desired speed, and how to complete
coordinated medium-rate left hand turns. The participants then took a 1-hour training
flight to practice these skills. On the morning prior to the next flight, students in the
PC training conditions were given a 1-hour training session on a PC, loaded with
Microsoft Simulator™ version 4.0 software, where they were allowed to practice
maneuvers learned during their first training flight and a “square task” that was
planned for the current day’s lesson.
Just before take off, students were given a briefing regarding what they were
about to practice and on the NASA task load index scale, a measure of mental
workload, which would be completed following the flight Instructors rated student
performance during the flight on a scale of 1 to 5 for straight and level turns,
maintaining turns, and exiting turns. To earn the maximum rating of 5, a student had
to maintain speed within plus or minus 5 knots of the assigned airspeed, plus or minus
5 knots of the assigned heading, and plus or minus SO feet of the assigned altitude.
Remaining ratings were anchored with similar performance boundaries. The NASA
task load index scale was completed after the flight during a debriefing meeting. The
researchers computed discriminant function analyses, which are special cases of
multivariate analyses of variance, to evaluate the results of the study. Using single
predictor formulas, group membership was correctly classified for 66% of
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participants. Mean ratings on each performance measure were higher for PC groups
than for the no PC training group. However, whether or not differences between
means were statistically significant was not reported. Students who participated in the
PC training also showed lower workload scores on the NASA task load index than
their peers in the control group. The authors concluded that PC-based training just
prior to flying in the field both improved student performance and decreased student
mental workload.
Gopher, Weil, and Barcket (1994) from the Technion-Israel Institute of
Technology in Haifa, Israel evaluated the transfer of skills learned from playing a
computer game for a group of Israeli Air Force Flight School cadets. In this study, an
experimental group received ten 1-hour sessions of training on a computer game
called Space Fortress while a control group did not Members of the control group
were matched with experimental group members according to scores on an air force
flight selection test battery that included an overall regression score, measures of
intelligence, psychomotor ability, and life and interest measures. The authors argued
that the computer game allowed pilots to practice and acquire attentional control
skills, which were learned while gamers avoided penalties and earned points as they
worked toward the goal of penetrating the fortress in the game.
The effects of this training were evaluated in a high performance jet trainer.
Student performance was rated by instructors on a scale of 4 to 10 (10 being best)
with regard to overall flight performance and the likelihood that the student would
finish flight training. In addition to these ratings, instructors completed three special
evaluation forms designed to evaluate three of the most common maneuvers for this
phase of training. Each student was taught and evaluated by two different instructors
over eight training flights in the jet trainer. A multivariate analysis of variance
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showed that there were differences between the training group and the control group
on jet training performance measures. The authors concluded that the computer game
training improved the performance of military cadets on jet simulator tasks.
Dennis and Harris (1998) and Gopher, Weil, and Bareket (1994) illustrate two
very different kinds of uses for PC-based training, with the former study showing the
benefits of allowing skill practice just prior to the flight and the latter showing
benefits of teaching more conceptual or complex skills thought to be valuable for
military jet operations.
Development of the PCATD Training Condition for the Current Study
Lintem, Taylor, Koonce, Kaiser, and Morrison (1997) observed an interesting
result that prompted the design of the simulation training evaluated in the current
study. While investigating the effects of various combinations of visual scene detail
and augmentation during simulated landing practice for beginning flight students,
Lintem et al. (1997) used a control group that practiced an instrument or non-visual
skill pattern. Students in both the landing practice group and the skill pattern group
attempted essentially the same number of landings prior to first solo (i.e., there was
not a statistically significant difference between groups). This seemed to show that
simulated landing practice did not produce any benefit for students, especially if the
skill pattern condition was considered to be an inert control condition. However, in a
study discussed previously, Lintem, Roscoe, Koonce, and Segal (1990) included a
control group that had no simulation practice of any kind. Lintem et al. (1997) found
that the difference between the 1990 control group and the 1997 skill pattern group on
student attempted landings prior to solo was statistically significant. The authors
concluded, since the setting and general training environment for both studies were
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essentially the same, that the skill pattern practice must have taught skills that were
generally beneficial for beginning flight students.

This finding is especially

interesting because the skill pattern task did not involve any landing practice, hi other
words, if the skill pattern practice was a potent rather than inert condition (i.e., it
caused a reduction in required pre-solo landing practice), it produced this benefit
without providing explicit landing practice. This is a potentially meaningful result
because it suggests that (a) beginning flight performance, usually considered to be
mostly visually-referenced, may be improved through simulation training that is low
in visual fidelity and (b) the acquisition of landing skills may be improved by teaching
skills that do not explicitly resemble landing in any way. Moreover, if the results of
this experiment can be reproduced reliably, very interesting follow up questions may
be asked about what specifically is being taught and learned in Lintem et al. (1997)
skill pattern practice task (see Method section for a detailed description of the skill
pattern condition).
Lintem et al. (1997) was conducted with a custom built FTD rather than a
PCATD.

However, it is probable that their skill pattern condition could be

functionally replicated with a PCATD. In an Advisory Circular approving the use of
PCATDs for instrument flight training, the author(s) wrote:
A study conducted by the University of Dlinois, titled “Transfer of
Training Effectiveness of Personal Computer-Based Aviation Training
Devices: Final Report”, dated October 1996, examined each task
addressed in this [Advisory Circular]. The director of the study
affirmed that all instrument training tasks allowed by this [Advisory
Circular] have a positive transfer effectiveness, or no statistically
significant negative transfer effectiveness. Given this background, the
FAA has determined that there is sufficient justification to allow the
use of PCATD’s meeting acceptable standards as creditable devices for
meeting some of the training requirements for an instrument rating
under the applicable provisions of part 61 or part 141. (p. 2)
Given the evidence that PCATDs are effective tools for IFR instruction, it would
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logically follow that much of the IFR typically provided in FTDs may be replicated
with PCATDs. The experimental manipulation in the current study represents an
attempt to replicate the beneficial effects of the skill pattern practice provided in
Lintem et al. (1997) with a PCATD.
Hypotheses For Between Groups Comparisons
For the experimental manipulation in the current study, the null hypothesis
was that skill pattern practice on a PCATD would have no effect on the performance
of beginning flight students.

In other words, this hypothesis stated that in the

population from which the current sample was drawn, the mean difference between
treatment and control groups on any given performance measure is actually zero (Ho:
Pi = p2)> The alternative hypothesis was that skill pattern practice on a PCATD
would have an effect on the performance of beginning flight students. In other words,
this hypothesis stated that in the population from which the current sample was
drawn, the mean difference between treatment and control groups on any given
performance measure is not zero (Hi: pi ^ p2)Based upon the results observed by Lintem et al. in (1997), it was the author’s
a priori prediction that the alternative hypothesis would be supported by the results of
the current study, with the treatment group showing better performance than the
control group on at least one performance measure.
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METHOD
Participants and Setting
Western Michigan University has operated a flight school for more than 60
years.

The flight school, once part of the College of Engineering and Applied

Sciences, became a college in its own right in 1995. The COA currently has nearly
900 students enrolled in its various training programs. These programs include fouryear bachelors degrees in Aviation Flight Science, Aviation Maintenance Technology,
and Aviation Science and Administration. The Aviation Flight Science program
operates as a Pilot Training School under Federal Aviation Regulations Part 141
(Federal Aviation Administration, 2001a).
In addition to these degree programs, the International Pilot Training Centre
(IPTC) trains or has trained cadets for British Airways, Delta Airlines, Emerites
Airlines, and Aer Lingus Airlines using an ab initio style of training that prepares
cadets for employment in a commercial jet cockpit within a period of 14 months. The
EPTC offers two jet orientation courses for students enrolled in ab initio style
programs, the European Joint Aviation Authority (JAA) Airline Transport Pilot
Course which prepares students to pass the flying and ground examinations of the
JAA, and the FAA Integrated Airline Transport Pilot Course, which prepares students
to pass the flying and ground examinations of the FAA.
Beginning flight students in the aviation flight sciences bachelors degree
program must enroll in Professional Flight 1 classroom and flight courses, which are
labeled aviation flight sciences (AVS) 221 and 222 respectively. Pre-solo students
enrolled in AVS 221 with 10 or fewer officially logged flight hours were the target
29
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population for participation in the study. Participants were recruited on the first day
of class in AVS 221 using an informed consent process approved by the Western
Michigan University Human Subjects Institutional Review Board (HSIRB; see
Appendix B for HSIRB approval letter).

Twenty-eight students consented to

participate (24 Male; 4 Female; Mean age = 21.2 years). A contact and background
information form was issued and collected along with the consent form (see Appendix
C for the Contact and Background Information Form).
Experimental Manipulation
Experimental Design
The experimental manipulation in the current study was designed to evaluate
the effects of early supplemental PCATD training on beginning flight student
performance. A matched pairs research design was utilized, with members of each
pair being randomly assigned to either control or treatment conditions. After a final
set of matched pairs was created, a table of random numbers was used to assign one
member of each pair to the treatment condition. Participants were contacted by email and/or telephone by the first author and informed of their group assignment and
responsibilities. The PCATD flight instructor then began scheduling training sessions
directly with members of the treatment group. When participants were informed of
their group assignment, they were also asked not to divulge their group membership
to instructors. Instructors were encouraged by memo not to inquire about whether or
not their students were participating in the study.
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Matching Procedure
The purpose of a matched pairs design is to increase the power of an
experiment by reducing variance between groups along one or more relevant
dimensions. Dimensions or characteristics used for matching purposes are relevant if
they are related to the dependent measures in a study in a meaningful way. Therefore,
for the matching procedure in the current study, CogScreen-AE scores that have been
correlated with measures of flight performance were used. As discussed previously,
Taylor, O'Hara, Mumenthaler, and Yesavage (2000) found that four CogScreen-AE
factors explained 45% of the variance in participants' summary (overall) performance
scores on a jet simulator task. The Taylor et al. (2000) factor with the highest
correlation with a performance summary score was speed/working memory (SWM),
which is comprised of 16 CogScreen-AE measures (rs = 0.57).
Matched pairs were created prior to participant recruitment because of
practical constraints involved with making instructor assignments. Pre-solo students
with 10 or fewer hours of reported previous flight experience were identified from
their applications to the AVS flight sciences program. CogScreen-AE scores for
potential participants were then obtained from COA personnel and entered into a
database.

Potential participants were then ranked* on each of the 16 measures

comprising the SWM factor. Next, each participant’s 16 rank scores were averaged.
The participants’ average SWM rank scores were then ranked in relation to the group,
which produced a final summary rank score for each participant, which will be
referred to hereafter as SWM rank.
Potential participants who reported previous flight experience on their
applications to the flight program were separated from those who had not, and
students were then paired together according to the smallest possible difference
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between SWM ranks. A list of these pairs was then given to the flight instructor
responsible for making student/instructor assignments, and as many pairs of potential
participants as possible were assigned to the same instructor. After participants were
recruited from AVS 221 on the first day of class, adjustments were made because
some students had dropped the course, some students had more than 10 hours of
officially logged flight time that had not been reported to the COA, and other students
did not consent to participate. After these challenges to original assignments, 14 pairs
were established with 10 pairs being assigned to the same instructor. With regard to
the previous flight experience reported by students, inconsistencies were observed
between what had been reported on flight program applications versus the contact and
background information collected during recruitment.

These discrepancies were

investigated, and students with mote than 10 officially logged flight-training hours
were excluded from participating. After participant recruitment, SWM ranks were
recalculated for the final participant pool for presentation and analysis purposes.
Table 2 summarizes the final pairing of participants by SWM rank, instructor
assignment, prior flight hours reported to the COA, prior flight hours reported on
contact and background information forms, officially logged prior flight hours, and
prior hours of experience with personal computer aviation games.
Experimental Laboratory and Equipment
The experimental training was conducted in a laboratory space 8 feet 6 inches
high, 8 feet wide, and 11 feet 6 inches long equipped with a remote controlled camera
mounted in an upper comer of the room. The PC used as the base configuration for
the PCATD was equipped with a Pentium II® 300 megahertz processor, 4 megabytes
of SGRAM video memory, and 64 megabytes of SDRAM memory. Other
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Table 2
Participant Summary Table
Prim; Flight Hours
PC
SWM
COA Contact
Form
Form Official
Participant CFI Rank Sex Age Hours
1
1C
0
2.5
0.0
2
M
25
0.0
1
IT
200
1
M
20
0.0
0.0
0.0
2
2C
22
70
3
M
0.0
0.0
0.0
2
2T
19
0
5
M
0.0
T.O
0.0
3C
3
M
20
60
0.0
0.0
10
0.0
3T
3
9
21
5
0.0
M
0.0
0.0
4
4C
19
60
11
M
5.2
5.2
0.0
4
4T
12
M
21
100
0.0
0.0
0.0
5
5C*
14
21
0
M
0.0
0.0
0.0
5T
5
20
0
13
M
0.0
0.0
0.0
6
6C
16
M
20
150
0.0
0.0
0.0
6T
6
20
20
15
M
°0.5
0.0
0.0
7
7C
17
21
0
M
0.0
0.0
0.0
7
7T
20
4
18
F
0.0
0.0
0.0
8C
8
21
5
M
21
0.0
0.0
0.0
8T
8
19
19
M
15
0.0
0.0
0.0
9
9C
27
1
22
M
0.0
0.0
0.0
9T
9
0
23
M
21
0.0
0.0
0.0
10
IOC
F
19
0
25
0.0
0.0
0.0
10
10T
24
23
100
2.0
M
2.0
0.0
11C
11
20
900
26
M
25.0
0.0
0.0
11T
5
20
F
21
0
6.0
0.0
10.0
12C
12
22
0
6
M
5.0
0.0
6.0
12T
13
7
20
M
140
8.0
6.9
9.0
10
13Cb
4
200
0.0
0.0
M
21
0.0
14
13T
8
23
1
0.0
0.0
M
0.0
15
14C
27
26
M
0
0.0
0.0
0.0
14
14T
22
28
F
100
0.0
0.0
0.0
Note. CFI = Certified Flight Instructor, C = Control group; T = Treatment group;
M = Male; F = Female.
"This participant was originally assigned to the treatment condition but declined.
This participant dropped out of the flight program. Helicopter hours.
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PC related hardware included a Dell QuietKey® keybord, a traditional style mouse, a
monitor (actual screen size 107/8 inches high X 14I/4 inches wide), and two JUSTer™
SP-660 3D speakers. Relevant software included Windows 95™ and OnTop™ IFR
Proficiency Simulator version 6.0. All other equipment used to configure the PC as
an FAA approved PCATD was manufactured by Precision Flight Controls™, and
included a Cirrus yoke, a throttle quadrant, an avionics panel, and rudder pedals.
The key board, mouse, monitor, speakers, yoke, throttle quadrant, and avionics
panel were assembled on a table 30 inches high, 30 inches deep, and 48 inches wide.
The yoke was secured in place using plastic brackets mounted to the table to prevent
drift or sliding during manipulation. The monitor was placed directly behind the
yoke. The throttle quadrant was placed to the right of the yoke with the avionics
panel resting on top of it. The rudder pedals were attached to the carpeted floor with
Velcro™ directly below the yoke, with the pedals positioned 13 inches deep from the
front of the table. Two cushioned office-style chairs were used for the set up with
adjustable seat height, backrest position, seat pitch, and armrest height See Figure 1
to view a photograph of the set up.
Independent Variable
Members of the treatment group received approximately 3 hours of early
supplemental training on the PCATD under the direction of a COA certified flight
instructor (CFI) who was not the primary instructor for any beginning flight students
during the semester of the study (Female; age 28). From hereafter she will be referred
to as the treatment instructor (71). The training took place during the first two months
of the Winter 2002 semester with the goal of completing all sessions between each
student’s 1st and 9th flight hours. The TI was paid with funds obtained through
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Figure 1.

PCATD Station.

small research grants according to her current COA pay rate ($14.00 per hour).
Treatment participants were not paid, but were able to log their training time as IFR
instruction, which could be applied toward future work on an instrument rating. The
PCATD training was administered across two sessions of approximately 1.5 hours
each. Exceptions to this rule included participant 7T, who completed the training
across three sessions, and participants 3T and 4T, who were both permitted to
complete all 6 trials in one session due to extreme scheduling challenges.
The training resembled the skill-pattem practice condition described by
Lintem, Taylor, Koonce, Kaiser, and Morrison (1997) as closely as possible. Lintem
et al. (1997) wrote that a skill-pattem practice trial required students to perform u...a
takeoff and then engage in a series of precision constant-altitude turns, descending
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and climbing turns, and speed changes. The task then ended with VOR (very high
frequency omni range) tracking for 3 minutes” (p. 154). Lintem et al. (1997) reported
that one trial of the skill pattern required approximately 25 minutes to complete. Don
Talluer, a faculty member at the University of Illinois at Urhana-Champaign who
assisted in the Lintem et al. (1997) study, provided additional information on this skill
pattern condition (D. Talluer, personal communication, November 11, 2001). He
wrote that the pattern closely resembled a standard type A pattern from lesson 15 of
the Instrument Flying Handbook (U.S. Department of Transportation & Federal
Aviation Administration [USDOT & FAA], 1980). Differences between the skill
pattern used in Lintem et al. (1997) and the Instrument Flying Handbook (USDOT &
FAA, 1980) included replacing some of the straight and level turns with climbing and
descending turns. Talluer also reported that full flight instruction was provided for
participants during the skill pattern training sessions. In other words, no restrictions
were placed on what the instructor could or could not teach to the students during
skill pattern sessions.
Based on the information gathered from Lintem et al. (1997) and from Talluer
(2001), a protocol for the treatment condition in the current study was developed by
the author and the TI. The skill pattern, based on pattern A from the Instrument
Flying Handbook (USDOT & FAA, 1980), included 16 phases or legs (see Figure 2
to view a diagram of the experimental skill pattern). The second turn of pattern A
was replaced with a climbing turn at 500 feet per minute and the sixth turn was
replaced with a descending turn at 500 feet per minute. No changes were made to the
timing of skill pattern legs. In accordance with the skill pattern activity reported by
Lintem et al. (1997), each trial began with the student performing a take off and
ended with 3 minutes of VOR tracking.
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Figure 2.

Experimental Skill Pattern.

Caption. Stan times in minutes and seconds and headings in degrees for each leg
were: (1) 4:00.230; (2) 5:00, turning; (3) 5:15,185; (4) 6:15, turning; (5) 7:15,005;
(6) 7:45, turning; (7) 8:00,050; (8) 10:00, turning; (9) 10:15,095; (10) 11:00, turning;
(11) 12:15,230; (12) 14:15, turning; (13) 15:15,050; (14) 17:15, turning; (15) 18:15,
230; (16) 18:45, variable. The pattern ended at 21:45.

The simulated take off for every trial was performed from runway 23 at the
Kellogg International Airport (BTL) in Battle Creek, Michigan. Participants were
then allowed 4 minutes to climb to 3000 feet above sea level and establish normal
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cruise speed. The first leg of the skill pattern then began at the 4-minute mark. After
completing the revised skill pattern with the same timing presented in Lesson 15 of
the Instrument Flying Handbook (USDOT & FAA, 1980), the VOR tracking began
30 seconds after the last timed turn had been completed. This last phase required
participants to spend 3 minutes tracking the VOR for the Kalamazoo and Battle Creek
International Airport (AZO) in Kalamazoo, Michigan. A complete trial required 21
minutes and 45 seconds to complete. The ability to use visual scenery to guide
performance was prevented by programming OnTop™ to generate clouds with bases
of 2000 feet and ceilings of 5000 feet Winds were programmed at zero.
Using the initial heading of 230 degrees of BTL runway 23, the author and the
TI established target headings for each leg of the pattern. Target altitudes were also
established by requiring participants to begin the pattern at 3000 feet above sea level
altitude. With climbing and descending rates established at 500 feet per minute,
altitude targets alternated between 3000 and 3500 feet, depending upon the leg of the
pattern. Normal and low cruise rates were established as 2200 engine revolutions per
minute (rpms) and 1900 rpms respectively. These rpms were derived from COA
standards for operating a Cessna I72R single engine aircraft.

The OnTop™

instrument panel on the computer monitor includes a timer. This timer was started at
the beginning of each skill pattern trial by the TI and was used by both the TI and
participants to track leg changes. The TI announced the type and duration of the
upcoming skill pattern leg to participants several seconds in advance.

At the

conclusion of each leg, participants were generally prompted by the TI to correct any
deviations from performance targets and/or praised for meeting or maintaining
performance targets.
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Measures of Performance Purine PCATD Training Sessions
During the first several seconds of a new leg, the TI recorded altitude,
heading, and engine rpm for each participant from the instruments displayed on the
monitor. The video camera in the laboratory was focused on the PCATD monitor,
and the author or a research assistant simultaneously recorded the same measures for
30% of the skill pattern trials from a remote observation room to assess reliability (see
Appendix D to view the PCATD data sheet). The research assistant, a female
undergraduate psychology major, was trained by practicing for three skill pattern
observations with coaching from the author.

Flights were saved in OnTop™,

however, these files are not easily amenable to data collection and analysis. The
instrument panel is not visible when saved OnTop™ flights are replayed and the
graphic display of performance parameters does not include time hash marks on the
abscissa. It was for this reason that the camera view of the PCATD monitor was
video taped during each training session to preserve a record of the instrument panel.
For the purposes of this study, measures of student performance collected in vivo
proved sufficient for the analysis of student performance during training sessions.
PCATD Participant Survey
A survey was administered to the 14 treatment participants by e-mail after the
PCATD training was completed. All 14 participants responded to the survey, and for
the sake of expositional clarity, the questions will be presented later in the Results
section.
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Dependent Measures
Measures of Student Progress
The following measures of student progress were collected from existing
records and databases at the COA for each participant: (a) number of landings prior to
a successful first progress check; (b) number of hours prior to a first successful
progress check; (c) the ratio of the absolute number of lessons completed versus the
number of flight data sheets completed at the first progress check; (d) number of pre
solo landings: (e) number of pre-solo flight hours; and (f) the ratio of the number of
the absolute number of lessons completed versus the number of flight data sheets
completed at the first solo flight, and (g) the ratio of absolute number of lessons
completed versus the number of flight data sheets completed at the end of each bi
weekly period over the course of the semester.
Measures nf I ending Context and Performance
Landing Data Sheets
The original version of the landing data sheet (LDS), developed by the author
with input from the chief flight instructor and COA faculty, was created to collect
more extensive data on the landing performance of beginning flight students. Its
development also involved extensive consultation of both the FAA Private Pilot
Practical Test Standards for Airplane (Federal Aviation Administration, 2001b) and
the Flight Standards Manual (College of Aviation, 2001). The original version was
pilot tested during the Fall 2001 semester and modified according to feedback from
students and instructors. This pilot testing resulted in the version used in the current
study (see Appendix E to view the LDS).
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Beginning Fall 2001, the AVS 221 curriculum began requiring students to
complete the LDS for 10% of their course grade. The classroom assignment required
both the student and the instructor to rate the last student landing of each training
flight with an LDS. The LDS is two sided, with one side for the student and the other
for the instructor. For the student, the LDS is divided into 6 sections: (1) flight and
student information, (2) airport, wind conditions, and instructor assistance, (3)
approach ratings, (4) snapshot at airport boundary ratings, (5) airport boundary to
touchdown ratings, and (6) touchdown and follow through ratings. The instructor
side omits sections 1 and 2, and provides a box for the instructor to sign and verify
that student and instructor ratings were completed independently within a half hour
after the training flight.
Sections 1 and 2 of the student form were designed to explore student and
environmental variables that might systematically vary with poor or excellent
performance. The student variables reported were: (a) hours of sleep during the
previous 24 hour cycle, (b) hours worked at an outside job on the day of the flight, (c)
papers due or exams scheduled on the day of the flight, and (d) the relative frequency
of pleasant and unpleasant events on the day of the flight Environmental variables
reported were: (a) airport of landing, (b) runway of landing, (c) actual flight time in
hours, (d) type of landing, (e) timeliness of plane acquisition, (f) timeliness of plane
return, (g) total landings practiced, (h) unassisted landings practiced, (i) wind
direction, (j) wind speed, (k) gusting speed, and 0) instructor assistance.
Sections 3 through 6 were the primary focus of the LDS data collection
process and provided spaces for both the student and instructor to rate 12 dimensions
of a landing, with each dimension being rated as either meeting performance
standards or deviating from those standards in some specific fashion (i.e., landing
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errors). Performance standards are outlined in detail in the Flight Standards Manual
(College of Aviation, 2001), which is required reading for all flight students. The 12
dimensions rated were: (1) turn from base (leg) to final (approach), (2) overall final
approach, (3) airspeed (at airport boundary), (4) angle of descent (at airport
boundary), (5) centerline (at airport boundary, (6) wind correction, (7) flare, (8)
touchdown centerline, (9) touchdown attitude, (10) touchdown hardness, (11) other
touchdown events, and (12) follow through. These aspects are then followed by
spaces for raters to describe the best and/or worst aspects of the landing and make
additional comments.
Inter-observer agreement between instructors and students was used to
estimate the reliability and believability of the rating system. However, at least in the
beginning, students were expected to be inaccurate raters as they learned to
discriminate between acceptable and at-risk performance. In this light, instructor
ratings were treated as primary data for analysis purposes.
LDS were collected from AVS 221 instructors on a weekly basis and entered
into a database for analysis purposes by a research assistant These data were used to
calculate both group and individual landing performance measures. The primary
measures of group performance calculated were (a) frequency distributions of
different types of errors, and (b) frequency distributions of reported student and
environmental conditions on the day of or during landings. For individuals, the LDS
were used to graph (a) total errors per landing over time.
Video Taped I - a n d in p s
A sample of student landings was video taped as an additional attempt to
assess the accuracy of instructor and student ratings.

Taping took place from
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locations near the airport boundary aligned with active runway centerlines. This
provided a clear view of whether or not the plane touched down on centerline and
whether there were any other observable errors during the flare and touchdown phases
of the landing. Taping sessions were coordinated with the airport manager’s office
and permitted only during the hours of 8am to 3pm. A male bachelors level student
in the aviation flight sciences degree program, familiar with ground and flight
operations at BTL, worked as a videotaping research assistant

The procedure

required him to obtain a flight schedule from dispatch, identify participating students,
arrange transportation and communication with the tower through the airport
manager’s office, and then be escorted via truck to the taping location by an airport
employee. Next, as a participant’s flight slot approached, he would radio dispatch to
learn the identification number of the plane assigned to the participant. The research
assistant would then track participants’ time slots and listen in on the tower frequency
to identify when a participating plane had been cleared to land. When a participant
was cleared to land, the research assistant would first listen to a weather report and
record the current wind conditions. Next, he started a video camera mounted on a
tripod, and recorded the landing event. While the camera was recording he would
speak the following information into the camera microphone: (a) the code for the
participant, (b) the date and time, (c) and the wind conditions. Comparisons between
videotape and LDS resulted in IOA scores for touchdown centerline and wind
conditions for a small number of landings.
Criterion Measure for Regression Analyses
For the purposes of conducting regression analyses of the relationship between
the CogScreen-AE and beginning flight student performance, a criterion measure was
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chosen from among the many dependent variables of the study that reflected the
general efficiency of a student as he/she progressed through the prescribed WMU
flight curriculum. This measure was the ratio of the number of absolute lessons
completed versus the number of flight data sheets completed at the conclusion of the
semester.
Power Analyses
Lintem, Roscoe, Koonce, and Segal (1990) detected a statistically significant
difference between groups of beginning flight students on the number of pre-solo
landings practiced. After attrition, the size of these groups was 17. The independent
variable in the current study was different from the simulated landing practice
provided in Lintem et al. (1990). However, Lintem, Taylor, Koonce, Kaiser, and
Morrison (1997) found that the skill pattern practice we attempted to replicate and
landing practice similar to the type used in Lintem et al. (1990), seemed to have
similar effects on the measure of pre-solo landings. Lintem et al. (1990) did not
report standard deviations, so it was not possible to compute a formal analysis of
power for the current study in terms of the pre-solo landings dependent measure. The
best estimate of power available was simply a casual comparison of the total
participants used in the Lintem et al. (1990) study with the number of participants
used in the current study. Lintem et al. (1990) made between groups comparisons
with two groups of 17 participants, while the current study compared two groups of
14 participants. In this light, power was estimated a priori to be high enough to
conduct the study.
With regard to detecting correlations between CogScreen-AE factors and
criterion measures, it was possible to estimate power. Taylor, O’Hara, Mumenthaler,
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and Yesavage (2000) reported a .57 correlation between their SWM factor and a
summary score of performance in a simulator. With 28 participants, power = .83 for
detecting a correlation coefficient between two variables of -57.
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RESULTS
Experimental Evaluation of Early Supplemental PCATD Training
Performance During PCATD Training
As described in the Method section, altitude, heading, and engine rpm were
collected in vivo by the IT during PCATD training sessions. As a dependent measure,
engine rpm did not vary enough to warrant analysis (For legs with a target of 2200
rpms. range = 1600 to 2900, M - 2209.21, SD = 91.28; For legs with a target of 1900
rpms, range = 1600 to 2100, M = 1888.84, SD = 43.80). However, altitude and
heading measures were analyzed to evaluate the extent to which participants learned
or improved in skill across trials. Whether or not improved skill on this task is related
to improved performance in the field will be addressed later in the Experimental
Results section.
Group Absolute Deviations from Heading and Altitude Targets Bv Trials
Each participant completed six trials of the skill pattern, and mean absolute
deviations from altitude and heading targets were calculated each trial for each
participant.

For the group, mean absolute deviations in feet were 138.90 (SD -

149.62), 131.93 (SD = 161.62), 120.10 (SD = 117.85), 116.17 (SD = 122.62), 99.04
(SD - 118.39), and 84.25 (SD - 16.82) for trials 1 through 6 respectively. This shows
an apparent decreasing monotonic relationship between altitude performance and
trials. See Figure 3 to view a graph of mean absolute altitude deviations from targets
by trial.
46
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Mean Absolute Altitude Deviations by Trials.

A monotone alternatives analysis was computed for mean absolute altitude
deviations by trials (Huitema, 2000). This analysis resulted in an obtained t score of
0.81, which was not statistically significant at the .10 alpha level for a one tailed test
Therefore, it was concluded that there was not sufficient evidence to conclude that a
decreasing monotonic relationship existed between altitude deviations and trials. An
ANOVA of altitude deviations was statistically significant, F(5,1241) = 4.95, p = .00.
Based on this evidence, it was concluded that observed differences between means
this large would be very unlikely if there was actually no difference in performance
across trials.

The ANOVA was followed by Tukey multiple comparison tests.

Statistically significant differences between means were found between trials 1 and 5
(p = .03) 1 and 6 (p = .00), and 2 and 6 (p = .00). Based on these additional tests, it
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was concluded that these mean differences were the source of the statistically
significant results of the ANOVA, and that the group improved at meeting altitude
targets across some trials.
For the group, mean absolute deviations in heading degrees were 29.46 (SD =
32.14), 16.29 (SD = 15.79), 1932 (SD - 18.82), 12.90 (SD = 14.59), 1438 (SD =
14.78), and 11.70 (SD = 12.53) for trials 1 through 6 respectively. See Figure 4 to
view a graph of mean absolute heading deviations from targets by trial.
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Figure 4.

Mean Absolute Heading Deviations by Trial.

An ANOVA computed for heading deviations was statistically significant,
F(5, 665) = 12.82, p - .00. Based on this evidence, it was concluded that observed
differences between means this large would be very unlikely if there was actually no
difference in performance across trials.

The ANOVA was followed by Tukey
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multiple comparison tests, which revealed statistically significant differences between
trials 1 and 2 (p = .00), 1 and 3 (p = .00), 1 and 4 (p = .00), 1 and 5 (p = .00), 1 and 6
(p = .00), and 3 and 6 (p = .05). Based on these additional tests, it was concluded that
these mean differences were the source of the statistically significant results of the
ANOVA, and that the group improved at meeting heading targets across some of the
trials.
Individual Performance Purine PCATD Training
Individual performance did not consistently reflect patterns observed for the
group.

For the purposes of analysis in future sections, individual performance

patterns across trials are summarized in Table 3 for absolute mean altitude deviations
and Table 4 for absolute mean heading deviations.
Reliability of Heading and Altitude Measures
For measures of altitude collected during PCATD trials, an observation was
counted as an agreement if the secondary data collector's record was plus or minus 40
feet from the IT’s record (the altimeter had minor and major tick marks, where the
difference between minor tick marks was 20 feet). At this level of sensitivity, overall
average IOA was 82.0% (range for separate legs of the skill pattern: 67.9% to 96.7%).
For measures of heading, an observation was counted as an agreement if the
secondary data collector’s record was plus or minus 10 degrees from the IT’s record
(the heading indicator had major and minor tick marks, where the difference between
major tick marks was 10 degrees). At this level of sensitivity, overall average IOA
was 93.3% (range for separate legs of the skill pattern: 833% to 96.7%).
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Table 3
Individual Mean Absolute Altitude Deviations in Feet by Trials
Trials
Participant
IT
2T

1
260.67
43.33

2
110.67
32.67

3T
4T
5T
6T

220.00
113.33
109.33
4533
176.67
142.67
122.67

25733
90.67
52.00

7T
8T
9T
10T
11T
12T
13T
14T

50.67
242.67
48.00
173.33
201.33

3
114.67
2533
220.00
439
56.00
62.86

4

100.00
70.67

82.86
58.67

6
76.00
3733
98.67
52.00
51.43
48.00

21733
86.67

168.00
66.67
196.00
92.00
97.33
14.29
50.00
122.67

82.67
13733
310.67
122.67

5
130.67
77.33
96.00
88.00

72.00
176.00

221.33

22133
101.67

93.33
274.29

262.67
60.00
86.67

29.33
204.00
65.33
94.67

64.00
132.00
48.00
94.67

60.00
114.67
30.67
66.67

184.00
44.00
113.33
30.00
54.67

333.33

185.33

120.00

117.33

PCATD Survey Results
As previously described in the Method section, a survey was administered to
treatment condition participants. The survey included the following 6 questions: (1)
Rate the degree to which the PCATD training has helped your learning and/or
progress in beginning flight training (possible ratings: 1 = I am certain it made
completing my lessons and learning primary flight skills more difficult, 2 = it
probably did not help my learning and/or progress, 3 = can’t make this judgment at
this time, 4 = it probably helped my learning and/or progress, 5 = I am certain it made
completing my lessons and learning primary flight skills easier); (2) What was the
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Table 4
Individual Mean Absolute Heading Deviations in Degrees by Trials
Trials
Participant
IT
IT

1
41.25
18.13

3T

58.13
20.63
16.88

4T
5T

2
16.88
16.88
13.13
10.63

4
5.00
6.25

5
8.75
11.25
17.50

13.75

5.63

28.75
21.25
6.43
23.13
19.38
23.13
15.63
14.38
36.25

23.75
20.00
15.63
10.63
14.38
11.25

10.63
13.13
16.88
25.63
11.25
16.25
4.38

18.75
11.25
18.13

11.88
11.25
18.13

18.75
9.38
23.75

6T
7T
8T
9T
10T
UT

33.75
25.00
13.13
8.125
63.125

10.63
20.00
18.75
17.50
11.25
11.88

12T
13T
14T

15.63
36.88
61.25

26.88
26.88
21.25

21.88

3
20.63
11.88

9.38
9.38

13.75

6
12.50
6.88
11.88
6.25
7.50
10.63
18.75
16.25
17.50
11.88
10.00
20.00
5.63
8.13

most useful aspect of the PCATD sessions for you? (3) What was the least useful
aspect of the PCATD sessions for you? (4) Do you think your ability to fly the skill
pattern increased over your 6 trials? (possible ratings: 1 = I am certain that I got worse
at flying the pattern as I practiced, 2 = my performance seemed to stay about the same
as I practiced, 3 = couldn’t really tell, 4 = my performance seemed to improve as I
practiced, 5 = I am certain that I improved at flying the pattern as I practiced); (5)
Would you recommend that beginning flight students ( 0 - 4 0 hrs) receive some kind
of training on PCATDs? (possible ratings: 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 =
don’t know, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree). If so, why? (6) Any other comments about
the PCATD training experience (positive or negative)?
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Eleven of the fourteen participants rated question 1 as 4 or higher, indicating
that they felt the training helped their learning and/or progress in beginning flight
training (mean rating = 3.7).

Only two participants gave ratings of 2 or lower,

indicating that they felt the training hindered their progress and/or learning
(participants 4T and 6T).
For question 4, “Do you think your ability to fly the 'skill pattern’ increased
over your 6 trials,” most participants believed their skill pattern performance
improved over trials (M = 4.4). Participant 6T’s answer was not included in the
calculation of the mean for this question because he answered both 1 and 4, with the
written comment that his performance “...got better then got worse then got better
then got worse then got better again. Overall it improved though.” Participant 10T
rated this question as 2, indicating that he believed his performance stayed the same
over trials. For question 5, the group generally recommended some kind of PCATD
training for beginning students (M = 4).

Participant 6T did not recommend the

training for other students, with the qualification that he might recommend PCATD
training if it was completed within the student’s first 5 to 10 flight hours. Participants
IT and 2T rated this question as 3 (i.e„ “don’t know”).
Answers to questions 2 and 3. which inquired about the most and least useful
aspects of the training, resulted in generally consistent responses from the group. The
majority of students reported that the most useful aspect of the instruction was
learning how instruments worked together and/or practicing instrument related
maneuvers, and that the least useful aspect of the training was the over-sensitivity or
inaccurate feeling of the controls. For question 6, student answers generally re
emphasized aspects of answers to earlier questions.
Participant answers to open-ended questions touched on topics that may be
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relevant for developing effective early supplemental PCATD training for beginning
flight students, namely negative transfer concerns, student retention, and student
learning benefits. Participants 2T and 6T both described possible negative transfer
from the PCATD to visually referenced flying, and attributed the negative transfer to
the low fidelity of PCATD controls and the effects of learning exclusively instrument
referenced skills. With regard to student retention, participant 14T wrote, “It was
because of you and your research that kept me going with flight” This participant
made a similar statement to the author after finishing her last training session. She
was disappointed that she could not come back for additional sessions, and said that
she was ready to quit the flight program until she attended her first PCATD session.
It was her opinion that the training gave her confidence that she could learn to fly.
This student’s experience suggests that supplemental PCATD training could be used
to help retain students who are at-risk of dropping out. This is especially relevant in
this case, because participant 14T was a member of two demographic classes that
have been traditionally under represented in the field of aviation.
Finally, several participants expressed opinions that the training benefited
their progress in flight training. Participant ST wrote “I felt the training was a good
simulation that had a positive impact on my flight lessons.” Comments about what
aspects were most helpful to actual flying may also provide some insight for future
instructional designers. As already mentioned, a majority of participants indicated
that learning instrument related skills was most helpful. However, Participant 6T
wrote, “the most useful aspect was just getting to feel the controls and learning to
adjust to over the control surfaces.” Another participant highlighted the value of
working with an instructor on the ground. When explaining why she recommended
this kind of training for other beginning students, participant 7T wrote “Being able to
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talk with a flight instructor and ask questions without the pressure of being in a real
aircraft.” Both of these comments suggest potential benefits of developing effective
early supplemental training for beginning flight students using PCATDs.
Between Groups Comparisons
Groups were first compared along the following dependent measures: (1) pre
solo hours, (2) pre-solo landings, (3) the ratio of solo lesson 11 to the number of flight
data sheets completed, (4) pre-progress check hours, (5) pre-progress check landings,
and (6) the ratio of progress check lesson 9 to the number of flight data sheets
completed. At the conclusion of the winter semester, 8 participants (3T, ST, 8C, 9T,
9C, IOC, 14T, and 14C) had not accomplished a first solo flight Participant 13C
dropped out of the flight program 8 weeks into the semester. One month after the
semester had ended, 5 participants (ST, 8C, 9T, 9C, and 14T) had still not
accomplished a first solo flight. For at least two of these participants, flight records
indicated that they had not been actively flying since the end of the semester. The
concern arose that some of these students might not return to active flying until the
next fall semester. Therefore, an additional measure of performance was identified
that would allow the effects of PCATD skill pattern practice to be assessed for all
participants, including participant 13C who had dropped out of the flight program
after the 8th week. This final measure was (7) the ratio of absolute lessons completed
to the number of flight data sheets completed eight weeks into the semester. Table S
summarizes treatment and control group means and standard deviations for each of
the measures listed above.
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Table 5
Summary of Dependent Measures for Treatment, Control and Combined Groups
Measure and Group
Pre-L9 Hours
Control
Treatment
Combined
Pre-L9 Landings
Control
Treatment
Combined
L9 Ratio
Control
Treatment
Combined
Pre-Solo Hours
Control
Treatment
Combined
Pre-Solo Landings
Control
Treatment
Combined
Solo Ratio
Control
Treatment
Combined
Week Eight Ratio
Control
Treatment
Combined

n

Mean

SD

Min

Max

11

23.26

5.49

13.70

3330

11

7.29

10.60

32.40

22

2032
21.79

6.48

10.60

3330

11
11
22

53.00
47.28
50.14

15.14
11.67

81.00
62.00

13.51

26.00
28.00
26.00

11
11
22

0.37
0.43

0.11
0.14

0.26
0.27

0.40

0.13

0.26

0.56
0.69
0.69

17.80
1530
15.30

43.60

81.00

11
11
22

27.62
25.23

7.16
7.07

26.42

7.05

11

64.91

38.00

104.00

11
22

60.73
62.82

19.55
10.54
15.47

42.00
38.00

77.00
104.00

11

0.39

0.12

0.24

0.61

11
22

0.45

0.13

0.42

0.13

0.30
0.24

0.65
0.65

0.38
039
0.38

0.14

0.21
0.17
0.17

0.63

14
14
28

0.17
0.12

43.60
37.90

0.68
0.68

Note. L9 = lesson 9, which is the first progress check ride.
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ANOVA tests were computed for each mean difference. The resulting F
statistics and p values for each of the 7 comparisons were (1) pre-L9 hours F(l,20) =
1.15, p = .30; (2) pre-L9 landings F (U 0 ) = 0.99, p = .33; (3) L9 ratio F(l,20) = 1.21,
p = .28; (4) pre-solo hours F( 1,20) = 0.62, p = .44; (5) pre-solo landings F(1,20) =
0.39, p = .54; (6) solo ratio F(l,20) = 1.09, p - 31; (7) Week eight ratio F(l,26) =
0.00, p - .99.

None of the differences between group means were statistically

significant at the .05 level, however, the treatment group performed better than the
control group on average on all 7 measures.
Mean differences of primary interest in the current study were pre-solo hours
and landings due to the traditional attention paid to these measures by Lintem and
colleagues. On average, the treatment group in the current study required 2.39 fewer
hours and 4.18 fewer landings before their first solo flight However, these mean
differences were not the closest to approaching statistical significance.

Mean

differences with p values nearest statistical significance were for solo ratio, L9 ratio
and pre-L9 hours.

These results prompted a more detailed analysis of ratios of

lessons completed versus flight data sheets completed over the course of the semester.
It was hoped that a more detailed analysis closer to the time of treatment
administration would reveal meaningful differences between groups.
Efficiency of Lesson Completion Over Time
Flight data sheets were used to create a database that calculated the ratio of
absolute number of lessons completed to the number of flight data sheets completed,
and will be referred to as ALRs hereafter. Absolute number of lessons completed was
used because lessons are sometimes completed out of order. This measure was
chosen because it generally reflects the efficiency with which a student progresses
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through the flight lessons. In the flight curriculum, flight data sheets are completed
both for discussion related to lessons and for the flying portion of lessons. ALRs
were plotted over bi-weekly periods and visually inspected.

The treatment and

control groups appeared very similar, with the control group showing slightly better
ALRs for bi-weekly periods 1 and 3. See Figure 5 to view ALRs by 10 bi-weekly
periods.
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Legend.

Open data points represent control group ratios at the end of each twoweek period. Closed data points represent treatment group ratios at
the end of each two-week period.

Figure 5.

Mean Ratios of Absolute Lessons Completed Versus Flight Data Sheets
Completed for Treatment and Control Groups Over Time.
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Landing Performance
While formal between groups statistical tests were not performed for measures
of landing performance, some comparisons between groups were made for these
measures. On average, the control group averaged 4.18 (SD = 2.93) errors per landing
and the treatment group averaged 3.94 (SD = 2.97) errors per landing. However, there
was a negative linear relationship between number of errors per landing and measures
of experience, so mean differences are not the best descriptors of for performance.
Errors were therefore regressed on lessons for each group. For the control group
F( 1,236) = 26.77, p = .00, and the standardized slope of the regression line was -.33.
For the treatment group F( 1,240) = 33.03, p = .00, and the standardized slope of the
regression line was -.35. These analyses indicated once again, slight differences
between groups favoring the treatment group.
Summary of the Results of Between Groups Comparisons
Between groups comparisons did not produce sufficient evidence to conclude
that the PCATD skill pattern practice in the current study produced effects similar to
those reported by Lintem, Taylor, Koonce, Kaiser, and Morrison (1997). In other
words, there was not sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis that the mean
differences between the two groups on performance measures is actually zero in the
population from which the current sample was drawn.

However, no substantial

negative transfer effects of training was observed, with the treatment group showing
better average performance for all seven dependent measures.
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The Relationship of the CogScreen-AE to the Performance of Beginning Flight
Students
A total of 28 CogScreen-AE raw scores were used to compute post hoc
analyses of the relationship between the test and beginning flight student
performance. As previously discussed, these scores were identified from previous
factor analyses of the CogScreen-AE (Kay, 1995; Taylor, O’Hara, Mumenthaler, &
Yesavage, 2000). However, there was some difficulty determining an authoritative
list of contributing scores for each Taylor et al. (2000) factor due to errors in Table 55
provided in Kay (1995) and in Table 2 from Taylor et al. (2000).
In Kay (1995), the Divided Attention Test sequence comparison thruput score
was omitted from his factor 3 titled Visual Perceptual and Spatial Processing in Table
55, resulting in only 27 scores across 9 factors. This missing score was eventually
identified after thoroughly comparing Tables 1 and 2 in Taylor et al. (2000) with
Table 55 in Kay (1995). Errors found in Taylor et al. (2000) Table 2 included:
Shifting Attention arrow color thruput was erroneously included with Kay’s (1995)
factor 1 titled Visual Scanning and Sequencing; Pathfinder combined coordination
was erroneously omitted from Kay’s (1995) factor 4 titled Motor Coordination;
Symbol Digit Coding thruput was erroneously included in Kay’s (1995) factor 6 titled
Visual and Associative Memory; and Backward Digit Span accuracy was erroneously
omitted from Kay’s (1995) factor 8 titled Working Memory.
Conflicts between these sources were reconciled with Kay (1995) as the
authoritative document. The only consequence for the current study caused by errors
in Taylor et al. (2000) Table 2 was the unintentional exclusion of the Backward Digit
Span accuracy measure from the SWM factor computations used to match
participants into pairs prior to the experimental manipulation.
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Summary of CogScreen-AE Raw Scores
Future researchers may be interested in the performance of participants on the
portions of the CogScreen-AE used in the current study. Table 6 shows the metric,
sample size, minimum score, maximum score, mean, and standard deviation for each
CogScreen-AE raw score used to compute the five predictors for the group of
participants.
Regression Analysis of Beginning Flight Student Performance
As described previously in the method section, CogScreen-AE raw scores
were transformed into z scores for regression analysis purposes. For scores where a
lower number meant better performance, z scores were multiplied by negative 1 in
order to maintain positive z scores as indicative of better performance. The 12 z
scores multiplied by negative 1 were Pathfinder number speed. Pathfinder letter
speed. Pathfinder combined speed. Divided Attention indicator alone speed. Divided
Attention indicator dual speed. Shifting Attention discovery failures to maintain set.
Shifting Attention discovery perseverative errors. Pathfinder letter coordination.
Pathfinder number coordination, Pathfinder combined coordination. Dual Task
tracking alone error, and Dual Task tacking dual error. After all relevant CogScreenAE scores had been transformed into appropriate z scores, the set of scores
contributing to each factor were averaged to obtain a summary z score for each factor.
The criterion measure chosen for regression analyses was the ratio of absolute
lessons completed by the end of the semester versus the number of flight data sheets
completed by the end of the semester, referred to hereafter as end ratios.
previously described in the Method section, this criterion was chosen because it
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As

Table 6
Summary of CogScreen-AE Scores for the Overall Group of Participants
n

Min

Max

M

SD

Pathfinder Number Speed Median time in seconds for 27
correct responses
Pathfinder Letter Speed
Median time in seconds for 27
correct responses

0.52

1.19

0.81

0.16

0.52

1.18

0.79

0.17

0.64

1.67

1.13

026

82.00 139.00 105.07

14.70

Factor and Scores

Metric

Speed/Working Memory

Pathfinder Combined
Speed

Median time in seconds for 28
correct responses
27
Shifting Attention
Correct responses per
Arrow Direction Thruput minute
26
Visual Sequence
Correct responses per
minute
Comparison Thruput

19.00

41.00

27.54

5.67

Symbol Digit Coding
Thruput

Correct responses per
minute

26

30.00

6100

39.19

6.47

Matching To Sample
Thruput

Correct responses per
minute

27

23.00

61.00

46.56

8.92

Manikin Thruput

Correa responses per
minute

25

18.00

49.00

30.72

7.19

Shifting Attention
Instruction Thruput

Correa responses p a
minute

27

48.00 110.00

80.04

14.76

*Div Att Test Sequence
Comparison Thruput

Correa responses p a
minute

28

16.00

46.00

27.43

7.76

Divided Attention
Indicator Alone Speed

Median time in seconds for 27
centering indicator

0.24

1.21

0.36

0.18

Median time in seconds for 28
centering indicator
Shifting Attention Arrow Correa responses p a
28
Color Thruput
minute
24
Dual Task Previous
Correa responses p a
Number Alone Thruput
minute

029

1.45

036

0 24

62.00 123.00

94.04

13.65

62.00 283.00 166.92

51.73

Divided Attention
Indicator Dual Speed

Dual Task Previous
Number Dual Thruput

Correa responses p a
minute

25

72.00 221.00 13124

3723

Backward Digit Span
Accuracy

Correa responses p a
minute

26

25.00 100.00

77.80

17.67

Math Thruput

Correa responses p a
minute

27

1.63

0.80

0.30

3.50
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Table 6 — Continued
Factor and Scores

Metric

n

Min

Max

M

SD

Attribute Identification
Shifting Attention
Discovery Rule Shifts

Number of rule shifts
completed

25

1.00

10.00

6.52

2.89

Shifting Attention
Discovery Accuracy

Percentage of correct
responses

25

30.00

78.00

65.60

13-55

bShift Att Discovery
Failures to Maintain Set

Number of failures to
apply rules consistently0

25

0.00

9.00

2.68

2.50

bShift Att Discovery
Perseverative Errors

Number of repeated
incorrect responses

25

0.00

18.00

3.04

3.69

Motor Coordination
Pathfinder Letter
Coordination
Pathfinder Number
Coordination

‘'Mean deviation from
center target

27

0.60

1.80

1.16

37

dMean deviation from
center target

27

030

8.00

126

1.40

Pathfinder Combined
Coordination

Mean deviation from
center target

28

0.50

2.00

1.11

0.40

Symbol Digit Coding
Immediate Recall

Percentage of correct
responses

26

50.00 100.00

9427

14.02

Symbol Digit Coding
Delayed Recall

Percentage of correct
responses

26

0.00 100.00

89.81

2238

Dual Task Tracking Alone dAbsoiute displacement
Error
from center

26

1.77

50.89

11.05

11.09

Dual Task Tracking Dual dAbsolute displacement
Error
from center

26

4.93 103.19

2639

23.54

Visual Associative Memory

Tracking

Note. Different n sizes are the result of unknown errors during test administration.
*Div Att = Divided Attention, abbreviated to maintain standard cell size. "Shift Att =
Shifting Attention, abbreviated to maintain standard cell size. "Calculated after two
correct answers. “Unkown units.

reflected the general efficiency with which students progressed through the flight
curriculum.
A stepwise multiple regression analysis excluded all factors as predictors
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except for factor 1, which was the SWM factor. Factors 2 through 4 were not
correlated with the criterion measure, and factor 5 was largely co-linear with factor 1
(r = .51, p - .01). In other words, factors 2 through 5 did not explain any additional
variability in the criterion measure beyond that which was explained by factor 1
alone. After excluding factors 2 through 5 as predictors, the ANOVAR for end ratio
regressed on the SWM factor resulted in F(121)= 13.00, p - .00, an R statistic of .62,
and an adjusted R2 statistic of 35. This means that variation in scores on the SWM
factor explained approximately 35% of the variation in end ratio scores. The resulting
prediction model for this first regression analysis was:
Y = .390 + .180(X swm)

This model was based on an N size of only 23 because four participants were missing
all contributing scores for at least one CogScreen-AE factor. However, a average
score for the SWM factor was available for all 27 participants.
In order to present results based on the most complete data set possible, a
second analysis was conducted that regressed end ratios on the SWM factor for all 27
participants, resulting in F(1.25) = 19.24, p = .00, an R statistic of .66, and an adjusted
R2 statistic of .41. The resulting prediction model for the second regression analysis
was:
Y = .397 + ,184(X swm)

See Table 7 to view an ANOVAR summary table for end ratios regressed on the
SWM factor for all available participants. Figure 6 shows end ratios plotted on the y
axis and SWM z scores plotted on the x axis for the entire group of participants. A
line of best fit is included in the graph according to the second computed prediction
formula.
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Table 7
ANOVAR Summary Table For End Ratios Regressed on the SWM Factor
Sum of Squares

df Mean Square

F

Sig-

19.236

.000

Regression

.220

I

.220

Residual

.285

25

1.141E-02

Total

.505

26
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Figure 6.

Scatterplot Graph of End of Semester Ratios by SWM Z Scores.
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Descriptive Analyses of the Landing Performance of Beginning Flight Students
Landing Data Sheets
A total of 564 LDS were collected over the course of winter semester and
entered into a database for analysis purposes. The primary purpose of conducting
descriptive analyses of LDS data was to reveal patterns in the performance of
beginning flight students that might inform training practices at the COA and other
flight schools.

Ancillary purposes included (a) evaluating relationships between

contextual variables and landing errors, and (b) evaluating the LDS process as an
approach to reducing risk through performance measurement at the COA.
Relative Proportions of Error for Beginning Student landings
A molar question regarding the landing performance of beginning flight
students is what proportion of landing performance over the course of the first
semester included errors? According to instructor ratings analyzed at the end of the
semester 13.2% of student landings were error-free, 33.4% involved errors in 1 to 3
dimensions rated, 28.9% involved errors in 4 to 6 dimensions rated, 20.8% involved
errors in 7 to 9 dimensions rated, and 3.7% involved errors in 10 to 12 dimensions
rated (N = 515). According to student ratings analyzed at the end of the semester
9.4% of student landings were error-free, 39.7% involved errors in 1 to 3 dimensions
rated, 31.9% involved errors in 4 to 6 dimensions rated, 15.5% involved errors in 7 to
9 dimensions rated, and 3.5% involved errors in 10 to 12 dimensions rated (N = 564).
The N sizes of instructor and participant samples were different due to solo flights
rated only by students.

See Figures 7 and 8 to view pie graphs of these proportional

data.
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Figure 7.

End of Semester Summary of Instructor Ratings of Participant Landings.
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End of Semester Summary of Participant Ratings of Landings.
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Error Rates Across 12 T-anrfinp Dimensions
After considering the proportions of various error rates for the entire semester
of landings, an important follow up question was what aspects of landing did
beginning students have the greatest trouble with? In order to address this question,
frequency distributions of ratings were created for each of the 12 landing categories,
and then the percentage of landing trials rated with errors was plotted for each
category in a histogram format. The results identified flare, follow through after
touchdown, turn from base to final, and overall final approach as the areas with the
highest error percentages. Figure 9 shows a histogram showing percentage of trials
rated with errors across each of the 12 landing dimensions.
Total Errors Over Time
One would predict that landing errors would decline with experience, and for
this group of beginning flight students, this prediction held true. Linear relationships
were discovered between total errors per landing and lessons (r = -34, p - .00), flight
data sheets (r = -.24, p - .00), and dual hours (r = .26, p - .00). Lessons, flight data
sheets, and dual hours are each measures of some aspect of experience, and these
significant correlations show that total errors per landing decreased as a function of
experience. See Figure 10 to view mean errors per landing by lesson number for the
entire group of participants.
Frequency of Specific Error Types hy 12 I ending Dimensions
The following section presents the frequencies of different ratings within each
landing dimension. All calculations involve only instructor ratings on dual flights.
Summary histograms for these data can be viewed in Appendix F.
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Figure 9.

Percentage of Trials Rated with Errors Across 12 Landing Dimensions.
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Figure 10.

Overall Group Mean Errors Per Landing by Lessons.

For the performance of making the turn from the base leg of the pattern to
final approach, 299 of 510 total observations were rated as on target The most
frequent errors observed were related to the timing of the turn (f = 94). Forty-one
observations involved multiple errors. One additional pattern of note was that when
participants made errors related to altitude, they tended to be high rather than low (f=
106 and 66 respectively).
For the performance of overall final approach, 298 of 502 total observations
were rated as a stabilized approach. The most frequent error types were related to
airspeed and glidepath (f= 58 and 44 respectively). Sixty-nine observations involved
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multiple errors.
For the performance of air speed at the airport boundary, 390 of S10
observations were rated as speed parameters met. An approximately equal number of
observations were rated as either too fast or to slow { f - 61 and 59 respectively).
For the performance of angle of descent at the airport boundary, 337 of 510
total observations were rated as on glide path. The most frequent error was being too
high (f = 106). Participants were rated as too low 66 times.
For the performance of tracking centerline at the airport boundary, 348 of 500
total observations were rated as on center. The great majority of errors involved
being too far left, meaning the fuselage was perceived to be closer to the left edge of
the runway than the centerline (f= 117). An additional 34 observations were rated as
being too far to the right.
For the performance of wind correction, 312 of 453 total observations were
rated as having appropriate correction established. The most frequent error involved
absent or incorrect wind correction i f = 89). Early release of wind correction occurred
46 times, while correction was rated as lasting too long on only 6 observations.
For the performance of flare, 256 of 497 total observations were rated as good
flare. The most frequent errors were related to the timing of flare, with 85 being rated
as starting too late and 62 being rated as starting too soon. Forty-five observations
involved multiple errors. Ballooning or climbing occurred 27 times, floating occurred
12 times, and flare was rated as too rapid 9 times.
For the performance of touchdown on centerline, 323 of 505 total observations
were rated as on center, meaning that main wheels touched or straddled the centerline.
When participants did not touch down on the centerline, they were approximately
twice as likely to land to the left rather than to the right of it i f = 122 and 60
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respectively).
For the performance of touchdown attitude, 333 of 507 total observations were
rated as having good attitude at touchdown. When participants made touchdown
attitude errors, they were more than four times more likely to touchdown flat rather
than high or pitch up { f- 140 and 34 respectively).
For the performance of touchdown hardness, 373 of 506 total observations
were rated as having good hardness. Landings were rated as hard 129 times, and very
hard 4 times.

A rating of very hard indicated that the plane required physical

inspection after the flight.
For ratings of other touchdown errors or events, 289 of 439 total observations
were rated as having no additional touchdown errors. The most common other
touchdown error was landing side loaded in a drift or crab ( f = 92). Bouncing was
observed 22 times and wing rising was observed 17 times.

Only 9 three-wheel

landings were observed, and an additional 10 observations rated as having multiple
other touchdown errors.
For the final performance of follow through after touchdown, 279 of 492 total
observations were rated as having good follow through. Early release of backward
pressure was very common, occurring 210 times. Maintaining follow through too
long was very rare (f - 3).
Correlations Among Landing Data Sheet Variables

Flight and Student Information. The purpose of including a section on the
LDS for monitoring sleep and other person variables was to explore the possibility
that these conditions might systematically vary with landing errors. Of the five
person variables monitored by the participants on the LDS, papers due and hours
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worked did not vary enough to warrant analysis. Of the person variables included in
analyses, studying requirements and quality of day ratings were both negatively
correlated with landing errors (r = -.11 and -.09 respectively, p = .01 and .05
respectively). These very small linear relationships with landing errors mean that as
studying requirements and quality of day ratings improved, landing errors ever so
slightly decreased. See Table 8 to view a correlation matrix of person variables
correlated with landing errors.
Airport Wind Conditions, and Instructor Assistance. The purpose of having
participants track the environmental conditions and other contextual variables for
each rated landing was to explore the possibility that one or more of these conditions
might be systematically related to landing errors. The airport of the landing and
landing type will be considered separately from variables that were more amenable to
pearson and point bi-serial correlation computations. Of the environmental variables
compared directly with landing errors, the largest correlation occurred for instructor
assistance (r,* = -.27, p = .00). This negative correlation means that when a landing
was rated as instructor assisted, there tended to be fewer total landing errors. Wind
gusting speed was positively correlated with landing errors, meaning that as gusting
speed increased, landing errors also increased (r = .14, p - .01). Other correlations
indicated relationships between environmental or contextual variables themselves.
For example, the number of landings practiced was positively correlated with
instructor assistance (#•,* = 21, p - .00). Participants also tended to practice slightly
fewer landings when gusting speed was high (r = -.11,/? = .03). See Table 9 to view a
correlation matrix of environmental/landing context variables correlated with landing
errors.
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Table 8
Correlation Matrix of Person Variables and Landing Errors
Dual
Hours
Dual Hours

Lesson
Number

Lesson
Number

Flight
Data
Sheet

Sleep

Studying

Quality of Landing
Day
Errors

1.00

**.82

1.00

.00
Flight Data
Sheet

Sleep
Deprivation

Studying

Quality of
Day

Landing
Errors

1.00

**.88

**.71

.00

.00

.01

-.00

.03

.76

.94

.48

-.02

.02

**-.17

.07

.66

.58

.00

.10

-.07

.02

-.06

**.13

.19

1.00

.12

.71

.15

.00

.00

-----

**-.26

**-.34

**-.24

.04

*-.11

*-.09

1.00

.00

.00

.00

.37

.01

.05

-----

1.00

1.00

Note. The second row of italicized numbers represents p values. Reported sleep was
subtracted from reported baseline sleep levels for each participant before computing
correlations.
* p <.05. **p<.01.
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Table 9
Correlation Matrix for Landing Context Variables and Landing Errors
Landing
Errors
Landing Errors

Return Time

Landings Practiced

Wind Speed

Gusting Speed

Instructor Assistance

Return
Time

Landings
Practiced

Wind
Speed

Gusting Instructor
Speed
Assist

1.00

*-.ll

1.00

.02

-----

-.06

-.05

1.00

.19

.31

-----

.06

.00

**-.16

.25

.96

.00

-----

*14

-.07

*-.11

**.57

1.00

.01

.17

.03

.00

-----

**-.27

-.04

**.21

*-.09

-.07

1.00

.00

.36

.00

.03

.15

----

1.00

Note. The second row of italicized numbers represent p values. Return 11016 and
Instructor Assistance are dichotomous variables, therefore, correlations in these
columns are point biserial correlations.
* p < .0 5 . **p<.01.
The nature of the LDS process required participants to rate only the last
landing of the day.

For this reason, analyses of performance by airport were

uninteresting because most rated landings took place at BTL. Runway 23 at BTL was
the runway used for 72.2% of rated landings. Samples from other BTL runways were
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too small to make any useful comparisons of errors by runway number. The average
training flight length was 1.4 hours (range = 0.4 to 5.0, SD - 0.5). For the variable of
landing type, the most frequent types were normal and crosswind landings (f= 300
and 174 out of 492 total observations respectively). Only 18 other landing types were
observed. There was essentially no difference between total errors for normal and
crosswind landings, with normal landings averaging 4 3 errors and crosswind
landings averaging 4.0 errors. Average wind speed was 9.9 knots (range = 0.0 to
23.0, SD = 4.0). With regard to the timeliness of training flights, participants reported
acquiring or returning an aircraft late 3.7% and 12.9% of the time respectively. The
average number of landings practiced per flight was 3.5 (range = 1 to 12, SD = 23)
with an average of 2.7 unassisted landings practiced each flight (range = 0 to 11, SD =
2.2). Instructors assisted participants on the last landing of training flights 61.0% of
the time.
Reliability of I undine Data Sheet Ratines
Inter-observer agreement (IOA) between students and instructors ratings for
the 12 rated landing dimensions averaged 71.4% (SD = 20.6%). The lowest average
IOA occurred for ratings of overall final approach (M - 60.2%) and the highest
average IOA occurred for touchdown hardness (M - 79.0%). Average IOA was
below 70.0% for only three rating categories, (1) overall final approach (M = 60.2%),
(2) turn from base to final (M - 61.6%), and (3) flare (Af = 62.0%). The first two of
these three rating categories may have had lower IOA scores because they were only
pilot tested for approximately one week at the end of the Fall 2001 semester. Flare
may have had lower IOA scores simply because of the difficulty of rating this subde
and complex performance.
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Agreement Between Videotaped Landings and Landing Data Sheets
As reported in the Method section, a sample of participant landings were
videotaped with the goal of providing an additional evaluation of the accuracy of
participant and instructor ratings of landing performance. This process resulted in 9
taped participant landings, 5 of which were matched conclusively to a corresponding
LDS completed by the participant and his/her instructor.

Touchdown centerline

ratings by instructors and students on LDS were compared to the visual record of each
landing.

IOA for touchdown centerline was 60.0% (3 agreements out of S

observations).

However, ballooning during flare was observed for two of the

videotaped landings, which involves a noticeable climb in altitude near touchdown.
In both cases, participants and their instructors circled the flare error “ballooning or
climbing during.” Touchdown centerline was also rated accurately on these two
landings. These two cases illustrate accurate ratings by instructors and participants
across more than one landing category.
Each videotaped landing was of a different participant/instructor pair, and it
may have been the case that some pairs were more accurate raters than others.
However, the sample of landings videotaped was far too small to draw conclusions
about the accuracy of participant and instructor ratings on the whole.
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DISCUSSION
Generalization of Results to Other Settings
Prior to discussing the results of the study it is worth considering the extent to
which the results may generalize to other settings or groups of beginning flight
students. It may be the case that the results are only directly relevant for training
programs similar in design and structure to the Aviation Flight Science program at the
COA. For example, the CogScreen-AE may have a weaker or different relationship
with student performance in a setting different from the Aviation Flight Science
program at the COA.

However, generalization issues are ultimately empirical

questions, and researchers should be encouraged to treat them as such.
Discussion of Experimental Results
The results of the experiment were positive in the sense that the treatment
group performed better than the control group on average on all comparison
measures.

On the primary measures of interest, the treatment group required

approximately four fewer pre-solo landings and approximately two fewer pre-solo
hours on average than the control group. The average number of landings practiced
per training flight during the course of the study was 3.5, and the average length of a
training flight was 1.5 hours. So, from a practical standpoint, a reduction in four
landings practiced could translate into a savings of 1.5 hours of flight time for each
student

Instruction and aircraft rental costs for a 1.5-hour instructional flight at

WMU are approximately $174.00.

Multiply this figure by a group of 40 AVS

221/222 students, and the potential savings would be $6,960.00 for the group of
77
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students minus the costs of paying for PCATD training. One type of savings for the
COA would be in fleet time, which would hypothetically be reduced by
approximately 60 hours per semester.

Perhaps more important than time and

financial savings, it could be argued that improved student learning and progress
could result in reduced risk of accidents and incidents in beginning flight training. If
small improvements could be reliably replicated, this type of PCATD training could
demonstrate high practical significance over time.
Despite these potential practical benefits for mean differences as large as those
observed in the current study, none of the differences between groups were
statistically significant In other words, mean differences between groups as large as
those observed in the current study are not statistically rare enough to meet the
accepted research standards for believability.

Moreover, Lintem and colleagues

reported a difference of 9 pre-solo landings between groups in 1990 for an experiment
evaluating simulated landing practice, and in 1997, a mean difference of 21 pre-solo
landings was found between a skill pattern practice group and a 1990 no simulation
control group. The mean differences ir 78 urrent study for pre-solo landings were
not nearly this large. However, it should be noted that the difference between groups
for pre-solo hours was more than twice as large as the difference observed by Lintem,
Roscoe, Koonce, and Segal (1990).
Possible Explanations for the Results of Between Groups Comparisons
There are several potential explanations for why the current study failed to
produce statistically significant differences between treatment and control groups on
the measures of pre-solo landings and pre-solo hours. First, the skill pattern practice
condition may simply be less potent than suggested by the results of Lintem et al.
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(1997). Second, the treatment administered in the current study may not have been a
perfect replication of the skill pattern condition administered by Lintem et al. (1997).
Third, the treatment condition may have been both potent and effectively replicated,
but the current experiment may have been insufficiently powerful to detect
statistically significant differences between groups on the measures collected. And
finally, it is possible that the performance measures collected were simply poor
measures for evaluating the effectiveness of simulated flight training on a PCATD.
With regard to the first issue, it is possible that the skill pattern treatment
condition in the current study, replicated from Lintem et al. (1997), was not
equivalent in power to the visually referenced simulated landing practice it was
compared against in the same study. The skill pattern activity was not the primary
focus of the 1997 research study, and was in fact, intended to be an inert activity for a
control group. The primary focus of that study was evaluating the effects of different
aspects of visual projection systems used in conjunction with simulated landing
practice. When the 17 skill pattern participants appeared to do as well as the groups
who practiced visually referenced landings in the simulator in terms of pre-solo
landings, they were compared to a control group (n = 16) from a previous study
several years earlier that had no supplemental simulation training of any kind (Lintem
Roscoe, Koonce, & Segal, 1990). This comparison may not be valid because of
intervening variables between the two time periods. Chance variation may be the true
explanation for why the skill pattern group performed as well as groups who had
participated in simulated landing practice.
With regard to the integrity of the skill pattern condition, every effort was
made to replicate the skill pattern administered by Lintem et al. (1997) as closely as
possible. However, it is possible that some aspect of the Lintem et al. (1997) skill
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pattern practice was not communicated to the author when researchers were contacted
for information. Considering the author’s efforts to learn about the skill pattern
condition beyond what was published, this would seem to be an unlikely reason for
the small differences between groups observed in the current study.
Another possible explanation for the results observed in the experiment is the
possibility of low power. With one participant dropping out of the flight program and
five others failing to accomplish a first solo flight, the current study had 12 fewer total
participants with complete data sets than the number of participants in Lintem,
Roscoe, Koonce, and Segal (1990), which examined the effectiveness of simulated
landing practice. Lintem et al. (1997) exposed 17 participants to their skill pattern
control condition. The size of the treatment group for the current study was 14, but 3
of these treatment participants failed to accomplish a fust solo flight This means that
the current study had 6 fewer treatment participants with complete data sets than the
Lintem et al. (1997) skill pattern group. Also, due to practical constraints, only 10
pairs were assigned to the same instructor, whereas in the previous studies by Lintem
and colleagues, this variance in instructional quality was controlled more completely.
However, the current study did control for variability in CogScreen-AE scores
whereas similar previous studies did not This would suggest that the number of
participants was the biggest contributing factor to the possibility of lower than
desirable experimental power.
With regard to the quality of dependent measures, the current study measured
gross total pre-solo landings rather than student-attempted landings. Lintem et al.
(1997) used the latter measure, which excludes landings demonstrated by instructors.
The LDS used in the current study required students to separate instructor assisted
from unassisted landings, but students did not complete an LDS for every training
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flight Pilots using WMU aircraft are required to report only the total number of
landings completed during each training session. A complete data set on studentattempted landings was simply not available.
The difference between the way landings are counted at WMU and the way
they were counted in Lintem et al. (1997) is subtle, but it may be the case that
student-attempted landings are affected more directly by skill pattern practice or other
simulated flight training. Also, many factors extraneous to skill pattern practice and
aptitude may influence how quickly a student advances toward his or her first solo
flight and how many landings he or she practices in preparing for that flight. Hie
weather in Michigan during winter semester is one example.

A student may be

progressing very quickly until a streak of bad weather delays flight training. For
example, a two-week delay could have an adverse impact on a particular student’s
learning and progress, causing a need for additional landing practice or the
postponement of a progress check ride. It is simply possible that weather induced
training delays may have interfered with or canceled out some of the positive effects
of the PCATD training.
It is also possible that the positive benefits of the skill pattern practice were
not best detected by examining mean differences on the pre-solo landings and hours
measures. By the end of the semester some students were just accomplishing their
first solo flight. It seems unlikely that the effects of PCATD training received in
February could still be observed in a pre-solo hours measure collected in May. Some
effort was made to expand performance measurement, most notably the collection of
LDS data and the calculation of lessons to flight data sheet ratios.

However,

statistically significant differences were not observed for these measures either.
It is the author’s opinion that the most likely explanations for the results
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observed in the experiment are related to the power of the experiment and the potency
of the intervention.

With more participants, it is possible that the differences

observed would have reached statistical significance. However, it is also possible that
even with more participants, the skill pattern condition would simply prove to be less
potent than originally indicated by the data from Lintem et al. (1997).
Regardless of which set of explanations are best, the results of the current
study are encouraging for people interested in developing innovative PC-based
training for beginning flight students. From a research perspective, PCATDs may be
well suited for asking research questions about what aviation skills can and cannot be
learned with low simulator fidelity.

Given that participating students generally

enjoyed the PCATD experience, and that the training group performed better than the
control group on average, interested parties should feel encouraged to explore the use
of PCATDs with beginning flight students to achieve learning and safety benefits.
The following sections explore issues related to the general goal of developing
effective early supplemental training for beginning flight students using PCATDs and
other low cost tools.
Conceptual Analysis of the Skill Pattern Activity
Whether or not the skill pattern exercise used in the current study can cause
improvements in the performance of beginning flight students is a question that was
not answered conclusively. However, it may be important to hypothesize about why
such an activity might cause improvements in visually referenced flying skills of
beginning students. This is a relevant question because the development of early
supplemental PCATD training for beginning flight students is an experimental
enterprise, and developing effective experimental training scenarios is likely to be
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more successful if sound learning principles inform instructional design. From a
behavioral or learning perspective, some central issues related to the skill pattern
activity are; (1) What repertoire is learned? (2) How well is this repertoire learned?
And, (3) under what sets of real flying conditions is this repertoire applicable?
With regard to what repertoire is learned, differences between the skill pattern
group in Lintem et al. (1997) and the control group from Lintem, Roscoe, Koonce,
and Segal (1990) were observed on the number of pre-solo landings of participants.
This would suggest that the repertoire changes created by skill pattern practice helped
students become proficient at landing more quickly. The absence of projected visual
scenery beyond the instrument panel in the skill pattern exercise prevents the
development of sophisticated visually referenced flying skills. This would imply that
(a) non-visually referenced directional control and instrument repertoires were learned
and (b) these repertoires supplemented and improved the development of visually
referenced landing repertoires of participants in some fashion. However, it should be
noted that it is possible that the unknown repertoires acquired through skill pattern
practice benefited students indirectly. In other words, what is teamed in the skill
pattern practice may reduce the cognitive workload in the airplane, “freeing” student
learning capacity to be more completely dedicated to other flying skills, including
landing.
If the skill pattern activity causes improvement in pre-solo landings, this effect
occurred by accident rather than through planning. The instrument referenced activity
was not designed to teach a repertoire applicable to visually referenced flying, and
therefore, it probably teaches these repertoires poorly. It would be profitable to
isolate the aspects of the beneficial repertoire learned in the skill pattern activity and
then design instruction that teaches only the beneficial repertoire in the most efficient
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and thorough manner possible.
Measures of performance used to evaluate the effects of the skill pattern
activity have been rudimentary so far.

In order to evaluate which field flying

repertoires are benefited by the skill pattern practice, better or more extensive
performance measures may need to be developed and utilized An effort was made in
the current study to expand the extent of performance measurement for evaluation
purposes, but this effort was exploratory and did not result in any clearly superior
measures for between groups comparisons.
To summarize, it is likely that the skill pattern activity strengthens some
aspects of participants’ directional control and instrument flying repertoires. If these
repertoires learned under simulated conditions improve visually referenced flying,
they should be isolated and taught explicitly using sound principles of instructional
design. And lastly, performance measures in the field must be specific enough to
identify which flying repertoires are benefited by the skill pattern exercise, or any
simulated training activity for that matter. These conceptual issues have implications
for the future development of early supplemental PCATD training for beginning flight
students.
The goal of developing PCATD training with learning and safety benefits for
beginning flight students is different from the current restricted use of PCATDs for
instrument flight training only.

PCATDs have demonstrated positive transfer of

training, or at least no negative transfer of training for instrument flight training
(Federal Aviation Administration, 1997).

The current issue is whether or not

PCATDs have profitable applications earlier in a pilot’s development The next
section discusses the issue of what repertoires could be taught to beginning flight
students on PCATDs.
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Possible Target Repertoires for Early Supplemental PCATD Training
A study conducted by Miller (1958), discussed previously in the Review of
Literature section, represents an early example of research on die transfer of simulated
flight training. Miller reported that simulation training for procedures, trim, and on
the local area resulted in improved performance in the field.

The fact that no

systematic negative transfer effects were found for the current PCATD training,
suggests that the flight schools could explore the use of PCATDs to teach similar
types of skill sets. For example, the COA has established a unique system of “gates”
that requires WMU personnel to enter and exit the traffic pattern at different points
depending upon the current active runway. Also, as databases created from satellite
imagery become available in PCATD software programs, it may be possible to use
visual projection systems with PCATDs to teach students about important landmarks
in the WMU practice areas.
Given that primitive simulation training on procedures, trim, and the local area
was beneficial in the late 1950s, modem PCATDs should be more than capable
machines for accomplishing similar types of training. From a practical standpoint,
these types of skill sets would seem to be a logical and low risk starting point for
instructional designers interested in using PCATDs with beginning flight students.
At this point several potential repertoires have been discussed as potential
targets for early supplemental training in addition to those suggested by the
conceptual analyses of the skill pattern practice activity.

Possible repertoires

considered so far include training on (a) procedures relevant for beginning students
(b) knowledge of the local area, (c) directional control skills, and (d) some limited
sample of instrument flying skills. Some of these skills may be taught without any
type of simulation machine, however, all of these skills may potentially be addressed,
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at least in part, using PCATD machines.
There are good reasons for considering the possibility of teaching these types
of skills using early supplemental PCATD training. The primary reason would be to
improve the speed of learning and reduce the risk of accidents for students during a
very risky time period. Ancillary reasons would be the potential savings in money
and flight time through effective use of cheap flight simulation. Benefits to this type
of instruction may be achieved directly through teaching technical skills or indirectly
through teaching verbal and procedural repertoires that free up cognitive or verbal
resources during flight The following section explores principles of behavior and
empirically oriented approaches to instructional design that may help guide this
general effort.
Behavioral Analyses to Guide the Development Earlv Supplemental Training for
Beginning Flight Students
The following sections provide an overview of behavioral principles and
teaching practices that may benefit the design and development of early supplemental
training for beginning flight students. It should be noted that although the behavioral
principles and concepts discussed in the following sections are explicitly applied to
developing early supplemental training that occurs outside of a real aircraft, they are
applicable to any type of training or learning situation.
Stimulus Generalization and Stimulus Change Decrement
Transfer of training is an important theme in the current study, and can be
defined as the extent to which behavior learned in one setting occurs in another. With
this kind of simple formulation, one could seek to maximize transfer of training using
knowledge of the principles of stimulus generalization and stimulus change
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decrement.

An instance of stimulus generalization has occurred when behavior

learned in the presence of one stimulus setting occurs in the presence of a new
stimulus setting.

An instance of stimulus change decrement has occurred when

behavior learned in the presence of one stimulus setting does not occur or occurs at a
lower rate or intensity in the presence of a new stimulus setting. Michael (1993)
described these elementary principles of behavior as follows:
Whenever behavior is strengthened by operant or respondent conditioning or
weakened by respondent or operant extinction or punishment, the future effect
of the behavior-change procedure will be at its maximum value when stimulus
conditions are exactly like they were when the behavior-change procedure
occurred. A smaller future effect will be seen if at that time the stimulus
condition differs in any way from what it was at the time of the original
behavior-change procedure, (p. 83)
These principles support the general notion of promoting high-fidelity simulation in
the field of aviation. However, not all aviation skills are controlled perfectly by the
physical characteristics of the flight environment

Planning for and promoting

transfer of training for complex performances should include a consideration of what
features of the training setting require high similarity with the application
environment and which features of the training setting do not require high similarity
with the application environment. These are ultimately empirical questions, but it
may be profitable to try to design effective training by conducting conceptual analyses
of the repertoires being taught and the environments in which the repertoires are
expected to occur.
Requirements for similarity between training and application environments,
should of course, differ according to the repertoires being taught and the
environments in which the behavior is intended to occur. For example, cognitive or
verbal behavior rarely requires a physical apparatus for the correct response.
Therefore, one would predict that accomplishing transfer of training for repertoires
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more cognitive or verbal in nature would require less physical similarity between
training and application environments than accomplishing transfer of training for
performing specific technical flight maneuvers.

This general principle may be

reflected in the current popular use of FTDs for procedural training. Moreover, some
research has shown that some repertoires have not benefited from high fidelity in the
training environment. As mentioned earlier in the introductory section, Lintem and
Garrison (1992) found that when training students on crosswind technique in an FTD,
there was no benefit from training with high versus low scene detail on the visual
projection system. Also, Dennis and Harris (1998) reported that both students who
used representative flight controls and those who used cursor and keyboard controls
during PC-based simulation training performed better in the field. Both of these cases
illustrate that questions regarding simulator fidelity should be answered empirically.
One obvious application of the principles of stimulus change decrement and
stimulus generalization derived from the data collected in current study is related to
the PCATD yoke and rudder controls. Several participants complained about the over
sensitivity of the controls. Based upon the basic principles discussed in this section, it
would be predicted that training on controls with greater similarity to the controls of
actual airplanes would engender greater transfer of training. It should not be too
difficult for flight schools to evaluate and purchase available PCATD controls
according to similarity to actual airplane controls.
With regard to instrument flying skills, the instruments displayed on PCATD
monitors bear close resemblance to the actual instruments displayed in actual aircraft,
although it is possible for simulated instruments to respond either too quickly or too
slowly to pilot inputs. This apparent high fidelity may be one reason why instrument
training on PCATDs has been shown to generate mostly positive transfer to actual
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flying in the field (Federal Aviation Administration, 1997). In this sense, high fidelity
can be produced rather cheaply when teaching instrument referenced skills.
Given that PCATDs are empirically validated tools for teaching instrument
referenced skills, an essential question is what instrument referenced skills, if any,
would be helpful for beginning students who are developing mostly visually
referenced flying skills? Two participants complained that they focused too much on
their instruments after PCATD training. So while some degree of instrument training
may be beneficial, too much instrument work early on may distract from visually
referenced flying. It may be the case that some limited range of instrument referenced
skills would benefit flight students learning visually referenced skills. Even visually
referenced flying is not done independent of flight instruments.
Fluency
After a repertoire or skill set has been identified as beneficial for beginning
flight students, the concept of behavioral fluency may help guide the development of
effective methods for training those skills. Fluency can be defined as the combination
of both speed and accuracy in responding (Binder, 1996). Binder (1996), in a review
of literature on fluency, reported that training behavior to fluency has been shown to
improve retention, maintenance of performance, resistance to distraction, and transfer
of training. Some aviation related skills are very well suited to fluency training. For
example, knowledge of checklists and rules and regulations could be practiced for
speed and accuracy quite easily.
Additional target repertoires can be identified fairly easily. For beginning
students, pictures of various pattern types, instrument readings, landmarks, wind
conditions, active runways, etc., could be paired with appropriate decisions or actions.
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Students could then be required to match or write appropriate actions when shown
antecedent environmental conditions, and complete these practice trials for both speed
and accuracy. It may also be possible to train basic directional control skills to
fluency. Many beginning students have never actually operated the controls of an
aircraft prior to entering flight school, and it takes some time and effort to learn to
coordinate control inputs to make desired control surface changes. At least early on,
there should also be some concern for undesired automobile related behavior
generalizing to aircraft controls.

Students could be given short one-sentence

scenarios or commands and then be required to operate PCATD controls correctly for
each command. Any trials of this sort could be completed quickly, and students could
be trained for both speed and accuracy.
On the other hand, some flying repertoires do not seem well suited to fluency
training because of the speed component. For example, you cannot get faster at
accurately performing a one-minute standard rate turn. The nature of the task itself is
yoked to a specific duration of time. However, you could focus on response latency
as a measure of speed, and use deviations from a standard rate turn as a measure of
accuracy. For technical skills like standard rate turns, the concept of over-learning or
over-training may be more relevant The over-training concept emphasizing high
rates of practice beyond accuracy but does not include any speed requirement If a
certain skill was found to be beneficial for beginning flight students, and that skill
could be practiced on a PCATD, over-training research would suggest that the skill be
learned to accuracy and then practiced repeatedly until an established frequency of
over-training trials was m et

Both fluency and over-training concepts emphasize

repeated practice of critical behaviors or performances beyond accuracy, rather than
teaching critical skills to accuracy only during entire simulated flight scenarios. For
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each of these concepts, the common sense purpose is to teach skills in a way that
makes the learner perform them automatically or with ease.
Backward and Forward Chaining
Chaining is the process of teaching a complex series of responses one step at a
time. This can be accomplished by starting with the first step and working forward
(i.e., forward chaining), or by starting with the last step and working backward (i.e.,
backward chaining).

This training strategy allows the learner to master one

component skill at a time. In theory, this approach would allow students to learn very
complex skill sets efficiently by avoiding the demanding workload of learning all
components or steps at once. Simulated flight instruction is a very good opportunity
for using the strategy of chaining because you can start and stop flight scenarios. For
example, Wightman and Sistrunk (1987) used backward chaining to teach simulated
carrier landing final approaches.

The researchers found that practicing the final

approach from increasingly higher altitudes resulted in better performance than
practicing the whole task all at once. With a PCATD, any complex task could be
separated into parts and taught with backward or forward chaining.
Discussion of the Relationship of the CogScreen-AE to Participant Performance
For the sample used in the current study, the SWM factor of the CogScreenAE had a moderately strong positive linear relationship with the ratio of lessons
completed versus the number of flight data sheets completed.

The resulting

regression equation may be easily tested with future samples of beginning flight
students to further validate the use of the SWM factor for screening applicants for
admission into flight schools. It was somewhat surprising to discover that factors 2
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through 5 did not add any explanatory power to the regression model. However,
missing scores were common in the database of CogScreen-AE scores, and this may
have contributed to the weakness of factors 2 through 5.

For example, three

participants did not have any factor 2 scores and two participants did not have any
factor 4 or 5 scores (Missing scores due to errors during test administration were also
reported by Taylor, O’Hara, Mumenthaler, & Yesavage, 2000). However, it may
simply be the case that these factors are not related in any meaningful way to the
criterion measure used in the current study, but are related to other aviation skill sets
as demonstrated by Taylor et al. (2000).
Given sufficient cross validation with other samples, personnel interested in
using the CogScreen-AE to screen applicants to flight school could set a program
admission cut off point using predicted ratio scores. For a conservative cut off score,
the cut off point could be reduced below the desired cut off point by the standard error
of the estimate, which was .11 for the two regression models presented earlier. For
example, a flight school might decide that a ratio below .30 at the end of the first
semester represents someone who is not making adequate progress as a pilot in
training.

The corresponding SWM z score for this cut off level would be

approximately -.40. If this cut off point were applied to the current sample, 3 of the
28 participants would have been denied acceptance to the program. For these 3
participants, actual end of semester ratios were .13, .24, and .36. So, for two of these
students, the selection method would have been valid, but for the third it would not
have been valid. Ultimately, any organization attempting to develop a selection or
screening system must empirically establish the level of error they are willing to
tolerate with prediction models in terms of setting appropriate cut off points.
In addition to considering he predictive validity of CogScreen-AE scores
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based on the results of this study, it is important to note that flying competence may
not be the only student characteristic related to a person’s general career success as a
pilot. In other words, the author cautions against the use of only one predictor for
selecting applicants. For example, social skills or personality characteristics related to
teamwork may be important for success in commercial aviation environments where
pilots must work well as members of a flight crew. This general concern for the long
term success of students would suggest that flight schools work closely with potential
employers as they develop student selection systems. The ideal situation would
involve flight schools and airlines sharing research data and ideas for making
selection methods as valid and comprehensive as possible. Both parties would clearly
benefit from these types of relationships.
The author also cautions against the implementation of a selection system
without thoroughly researching the potential impact on protected classes of applicants
a priori. Diversity is a concern in the field of aviation today, and it is not known
whether or not the CogScreen-AE could have an adverse impact on female or
minority applicants to flight programs. For example, the normative database for the
CogScreen-AE included only 28 female pilots out of a total of 584 pilots tested (Kay,
1995). Differences observed between female and male test takers were minimal, but
the small number of female test takers should cause some concern. The best approach
to ensuring that selection methods are legal and support growing diversity in the field
of aviation is to collect thorough data related to concerns prior to implementation.
Discussion of Landing Data
Information to Guide Flight Training Practices
It was originally hoped that measures of landing performance would provide
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better, or at least more extensive, measures of performance for between group
comparisons in the experiment

While some between group comparisons were

possible, groups generally did not differ much on measures of landing performance.
Therefore, the most direct application of the extensive landing data collected over the
course of the semester is informing flight-training practices at the COA and other
flight schools.
The Group of Participants as a Whole
It may be profitable to consider the entire group of beginning students as a
whole to imagine what types of training adjustments might be implemented with all
instructor and student pairs.

For example, the most frequent errors during the

semester were related to flare and follow through after touchdown. This suggests that
the methods of teaching these performances be reviewed and that it is important for
students to receive frequent and specific feedback to students for these performances.
Other findings of interest were related to centerline control, where students were 3.S
times more likely to be to the left of the centerline at the airport boundary than to the
right, and 2 times more likely to touchdown to the left of the centerline than they were
to touchdown to the right Efforts to reduce off center touchdowns would profit from
this knowledge. Another aspect of the LDS process related to viewing entire groups
of beginning students together is the ability to compare individuals to the group.
During the initial pilot testing of the LDS process, instructors enjoyed viewing
frequency distributions of different types of landing errors for the group and charts for
their own individual students. These data helped them make casual comparisons
between their own students and the group at large.
In addition to suggesting what types of performances beginning students tend
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to have the most trouble with, frequency distributions of errors may be used to
suggest performance targets for formal observation and feedback systems.

This

general approach will be discussed below within the context of a behavior-based
approach to risk management
Tracking Individuals Over Time with I -amting Data
The LDS process can be used to prompt thorough feedback and discussion
about specific aspects of landing performance.

In addition to prompting good

feedback and discussion, instructors and students could plot different aspects of
landing performance over time to evaluate progress. This could encourage objective
and standardized decision making processes about when to send students on their first
solo flight and when to have them participate in their first check ride. During the
initial pilot testing of the LDS system, several instructors were especially interested in
viewing their students’ landing errors over time. Figures 11 and 12 show graphs of
landing errors over time for two participants with very different patterns in
performance. Figure 11 represents data from participant 2T (pre-solo hours = 18.8,
pre-solo landings = S8.0) and Figure 12 represents data from participant 14C (pre-solo
hours = 33.1, pre-solo landings = 89.0).
Landing Data Sheets and Behavior-Based Safety in Aviation
A behavior-based approach to risk management is built upon the foundation of
frequent measurement of safety related behaviors and conditions.

Foundational

measurement systems are then used to facilitate frequent feedback and reinforcement
for performers (frequent meaning daily or at least weekly observation and feedback).
Such systems can then be used to help people learn complex safety related
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performances, to motivate people to follow time consuming or unpleasant safety
related procedures, and to identify systems or equipment issues through increased
safety oriented discussions.

The logic of behavior-based safety processes is that

exemplary reductions in accidents or injuries are only possible if you promote and
facilitate high rates of safe behavior on a daily basis.
The LDS is just one example of a tool for measuring critical safety related
performances frequently.

However, in and of itself, the LDS process is not a

behavior-based safety system.

Such systems are planned carefully planned by a

steering committee and implemented as permanent changes to organizational (Krause,
1997; McSween, 1995). Such systems are built into a existing risk management
practices, and typically involve peers or other organizational personnel in an
observation and feedback process with differential reinforcement of excellent
performance.
Observations could be arranged between instructors and students, students and
students, or instructors and instructors for any number of potential target
performances. If the LDS was shortened for ease of use, it could be used as part of a
systematic behavior-based risk management process. The LDS process is presented
here as an example, although it should be noted that any critical safety related
performance could be targeted for improvement by a behavior-based safety process
(e.g., pre-flight checks or following procedures in the traffic pattern).
Feedback and reinforcement may already be occurring naturally within the
LDS process, but it would not take much additional effort to make feedback related to
the LDS process more systematic. If the LDS could be made electronic and stored in
a palm held device, instructor and student ratings could be downloaded into a
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database for tracking group or individual performance. Graphs or charts of these data
could then be accessed prior to the next flight as an antecedent to direct a specific
instructional approach for that day. The resulting data would help instructors make
training decisions, and the process itself would help increase the level of landing
specific feedback and reinforcement for beginning students.
One last additional consideration is the potential benefit of having students
observe and rate their own and other students’ performances.

The chair of the

aviation faculty at the COA expressed his opinion that the LDS process would benefit
all beginning flight students because it would cause them to self-evaluate their
performance (Robert Aardema, personal communication, August 2001).

Mr.

Aardema added that students were going to be required to evaluate their own
performance throughout their entire careers as aviators, so they might as well begin
establishing the habit. Moreover, recent laboratory research has shown that the act of
observing someone else for safety related behavior and scoring their performance
tends to cause improvements in the observer’s performance (Alvero & Austin, 2002).
The act of observing and scoring safety related performance seems to have safety and
learning benefits in and of itself.
Assessment of Videotaped Landings
Videotaping landings turned out to be a very high effort activity with a low
return on the investment. Unforeseen difficulties interfered with this aspect of the
project, including a suspension of videotaping for about two weeks during the
semester by an FAA official. With regard to the success of actual taping efforts, it
was common for a three-hour taping session to return only one or two landings
because flight slots are typically two hours in length and at any given time only a
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handful of participating students were flying. Moreover, when a landing was taped
successfully, there was no guarantee that the student would complete a landing data
sheet for that landing. Future researchers interested in studying the acquisition of
landing skills with videotape would be advised to invest in remote controlled camera
equipment and arrange conditions to tape a small number of participants repeatedly
during the early stages of landing practice as opposed to attempting to record a
sample of landings from a larger group.
Implications of the Results for Risk Reduction in Beginning Flight Training
Any reduction in risk for beginning flight students should be sought after with
great diligence. In this light, every point of leverage is worthy of attention because
accidents and incidents are most likely caused by multiple factors. The purpose of
this section is to emphasize the overarching goal o f the current study, which was to
explore potential methods for reducing accidents and incidents in beginning flight
training.

Damage to aircraft and facilities can be very costly and threaten the

profitability of a flight school, but a fatality or serious injury can cause harm that is
not easily mended. Saving lives and reducing the frequency of life changing traumas
or injuries in flight school environments are the true bottom line for risk management
professionals.
Performance Prediction
With regard to the use of the CogScreen-AE as a student selection tool, risk
reduction would come through denying admission to students who were not likely to
make adequate progress in beginning flight training. The data from the current study
indicate that poor progress was associated with more landing errors. In other words,
landing errors declined as students advanced through flight lessons (see Figure 10).
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Regression analyses indicated that students’ scores on the SWM factor of the
CogScreen-AE predicted the efficiency with which students progressed through flight
lessons. It would follow that denying admission to students with low SWM scores
would result in reduced total landing errors for each cohort of beginning students.
Performance Measurement
With regard to the use of the LDS system and other performance measures
from the current study, risk reduction would come through the use of these measures
to improve training practices resulting in improved student learning and performance.
Improvement in training practices could be achieved through (a) the generation of
better diagnostic information for flight instructors, (b) identifying areas where
performance standards or teaching standards are deficient or unclear, (c) improved
specificity and frequency of feedback for students, and (d) improved overall
assessment of groups of students as they move through the flight program. It is worth
emphasizing again that it is advantageous to tie pro-active measurement efforts into
an organized behavior-based safety system.
Performance Improvement
With regard to the use of PCATDs to provide early supplemental training for
beginning flight students, risk reduction would come through improving student
performance in the field through teaching as many skills as possible on the ground,
where the risk of accidents and incidents is zero. Although it has not been proven, it
is plausible that early supplemental training on a PCATD could reduce student error
and improve overall performance in beginning flight training. The current study
produced insufficient evidence to conclude that the skill pattern activity produced
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improved student performance. However, the results were encouraging for those
interested in developing effective early supplemental training using PCATDs. The
treatment group performed better than the control group on average, and students
seemed to generally like the experience of attending PCATD training sessions. So
although this strategy for reducing risk in beginning flight training is completely
experimental, the potential benefits of developing effective early supplemental
PCATD training are simply too great to neglect this area of research and instructional
design.
Recommendations for Future Research
Cross Validation of Reeression Models and Other CoeScteen-AE Related Research
Regression models developed in the current study could be tested with future
groups of beginning flight students at the COA, and the models could then be
adjusted as the sample size grows. Researchers may also be interested in exploring
other criterion measures for beginning flight students or exploring the utility of
predictors derived from CogScreen-AE scores that are not included in the five factors
delineated by Taylor et al. (2000). For example, the CogScreen-AE produces a series
of scores that Kay (1995) has named process measures, which have not yet been
thoroughly evaluated as predictors of aviation related performance.
The Landing Data Sheet Process
An interesting research question related to the LDS process is whether or not
participating in such a process alters the quality and frequency of landing related
instructor feedback to students.

A related issue is whether or not participating

students learn to discriminate between adequate performance and errors more quickly,
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or even whether participants learn to land with greater efficiency. If any of these
types of questions were pursued, it would be profitable to make the rating process
shorter and easier to use. For example, it might be wise to combine quality of day,
sleep, school demands, and outside work into one general “mental or personal state”
variable. Another way to make the process more efficient would be to combine it
with the flight data sheet process in some way that eliminated redundancies on the
LDS.
While the LDS process required students to observe their own performance,
behavior-based approaches to safety or risk management also encourage
organizational personnel to participate in performance improvement processes by
observing the performance of others (Krause, 1997; McSween, 1995). Students at the
COA already participate in “pilot not flying” (PNF) lessons where they ride along
with a peer as an observer. These observations could be used to systematically target
safety related performance by requiring student observers to measure critical
performance targets and provide feedback for the performer during post flight
debriefing. For example, Olson, Rantz, and Dickinson (2001) found that the majority
of safety concerns voluntarily submitted to the safety committee by students and
instructors were related to conflicts in the traffic pattern and/or people not following
procedures in the traffic pattern or practice areas. These types of performances could
be easily observed on PNF flights. This type of process would suggest research
questions about how performance and learning would change under such a process.
Other research possibilities related to the issue of observation and feedback
processes include targeting safety related performances that occur on the ground, such
as pre-flight checks. Students could be required to observe and provide feedback to
peers on the quality of such checks as part of their curriculum requirements. Data
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collected could then be used to post graphs for the entire COA showing the level of
performance of pre-flight checks. Again, the research question here would be related
to how such a process would affect the performance and learning of participating
students.
Developing Early Supplemental PCATD Training
In order for research on the development of early supplemental training on a
PCATD to make progress, a repeatable performance improvement effect must be
demonstrated. In this light, it is the author’s suggestion that rather than repeating the
skill pattern practice used in the current study in a more powerful experiment, it may
be more profitable to design PCATD training with the overt intention to improve the
performance of beginning flight students.

In other words, the training scenarios

should be designed according to learning theory and research, and then implemented
in a way that was hypothesized to be maximally powerful. In general terms, this
would probably mean exposing students to more total PCATD training that was more
sophisticated in nature. Once a repeatable effect can be generated, researchers can
then ask more refined questions that will help accomplish the land of research Lintem
and Garrison (1992) called for in their paper related to the transfer of simulated
landing practice.

As cited previously in this paper, these authors wrote: “From

knowing more precisely what is learned and how it is learned, it may be possible to
formulate principles of instruction that can be generalized across a wide range of tasks
and conditions” (p. 244). It is the author’s opinion that persistent efforts in this area
wiil iead to “knowing more precisely what is learned and how it is learned,” resulting
in improved flight training practices with learning and safety benefits for beginning
flight students.
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CONCLUSION
The safety and progress of beginning flight students are critical issues for
flight schools involved in the business of training pilots.

While stressing the

importance of all parts of a total training system for managing the risks inherent to
flight training, the specific goals of the current study were to contribute to the
development of valid student selection methods, the continuous improvement of
training practices, and the development of systematic and data-oriented performance
management systems to support risk management activities at the COA.

These

general goals were accomplished by (a) evaluating the CogScreen™ Aeromedical
Edition (CogScreen-AE) test as a predictor of performance, (b) investigating patterns
in student performance using expanded data collection procedures, including more
extensive measurement of landings, and (c) evaluating the effects of early
supplemental training on a personal computer-based aviation training device
(PCATD). It is hoped that both the COA and other interested parties will benefit
from these three separate but related efforts to explore possible methods for reducing
risk in beginning flight training.
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Appendix A: Description of all CogScreen-AE Subtest Measures
Subtest

Measures

Backward Digit
Span (BDS)

BDS Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses

Math (MATH)

Math Accuracy. The percentage of correct responses
Math Speed: The median response time for correct responses in
seconds
Math Thruput: The number of correct responses-per-minute derived
from the subtest speed and accuracy scores

Visual Sequence
Comparison (VSC)

VSC Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
VSC Speed: The median response time for correct responses in
seconds
VSC Thruput: The number of correct responses-per-minute derived
from the subtests speed and accuracy scores

Symbol Digit
Coding (SDC)

SDC Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses on the coding
task
SDC Thruput: The number of correct responses made during the 90second trial
SDC Immediate Recall Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
on immediate recall testing of the symbol-digit pairs.
SDC Delayed Recall Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
on delayed recall testing of the symbol-digit pairs

Matching to Sample
(MTS)

MTS Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
MTS Speed: The median response time for correct responses in
seconds
MTS Thruput: The number of correct responses-per-minute derived
from the subtest speed and accuracy scores

Manikin (MAN)

MAN Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
MAN Speed: The median response time for correct responses made in
seconds
MAN Thruput: The number of correct responses-per-minute derived
from the subtest speed and accuracy scores

Divided Attention
(DAT)

DAT Indicator Alone Speed: The median response time for centering
indicator in seconds
DAT Indicator Alone Premature Responses: Number of premature
responses to the indicator in the indicator-only task
DAT Indicator Dual Speed: The median response time for correct
responses in seconds
DAT Indicator Dual Premature Responses: Number of premature
responses to the indicator in the dual task condition
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Appendix A - Continued
Subtest
Measures
Divided Attention
(DAT) - continued

DAT Sequence Comparison Accuracy: The percentage of correct
responses
DAT Sequence Comparison Speed: The median response time for
correct responses in seconds
DAT Sequence Comparison Thruput: The number of correct
responses-per-minute derived from the subtest speed and accuracy
scores

Auditory Sequence
Comparison (ASC)

ASC Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
ASC Speed: The median response time for correct responses in
seconds
ASC Thruput: The number of correct responses-per-minute derived
from the subtests speed and accuracy scores

Pathfinder (PF)

PF Accuracy: The percentage of Correct Responses
PF Speed: The median response time for correct responses in seconds
PF Thruput: The number of correct responses-per-minute derived
from the subtest speed and accuracy scores
PF Number Coordination: The mean deviation from the center of
target in the number sequencing task
PF Letter Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
PF Letter Speed: The median response time for correct responses in
seconds
PF Letter Thruput: The number of correct responses-per-minute
derived from the subtest speed and accuracy scores
PF Letter Coordination: The mean deviation from the center of target
in the letter sequencing task
PF Combined Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
PF Combined Speed: The median response time for correct responses
in seconds
PF Combined Thruput: The number f correct responses-per-minute
derived from the subtest speed and accuracy scores
PF Combined Coordination: The mean deviation from the center of
the target in the alternating number/letter task

Shifting Anention
(SAT)

SAT Arrow Direction Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
SAT Arrow Direction Speed: The median response time for correct
responses in seconds
SAT Arrow Direction Thruput* The number of correct responses-perminute derived from the subtest speed and accuracy scores
SAT Arrow Color Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
SAT Arrow Color Speed: The median response time for correct
responses in seconds
SAT Arrow Color Thruput The number of correct responses-perminute derived from the subtest speed and accuracy scores
SAT Instruction Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
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Shifting Attention
(SAT) - continued

SAT Instruction Speed: The median response time for correct
responses in seconds
SAT Instruction Thruput* The number of correct responses-perminute derived from the subtest speed and accuracy scores
SAT Discovery Accuracy: The percentage of correct responses
SAT Discovery Speed: The median response time for correct
responses in seconds
SAT Discovery Thruput: The number of correct responses-perminute derived from the subtest speed and accuracy scores
SAT Discovery Rule Shifts Completed: The number of rule sequences
completed (4-6 consecutive correct responses)
SAT Discovery Failures to Maintain Set Number of failures to apply
rules in a consistent manner after two consecutive correct responses
SAT Discovery Non-Conceptual Responses: Number of responses
that do not match any of the three response rules
SAT Discovery Perseverative Errors: Number of perseveradve errors
as defined by repeated incorrect responses after feedback indicates
that a rule is incorrect

Dual Task (DTT)

DTT Tracking Alone Error Measure of absolute tracking error based
on displacement of cursor from center for tracking task alone
DTT Tracking Alone Boundary (fits: Number of hits
DTT Tracking Dual Error Measure of the absolute tracking error
based on displacement of cursor from center for tracking task
performed simultaneously with previous number task
DTT Tracking Dual Boundary Hits: Number of Hits
DTT Previous Number Alone Accuracy: The percentage of correct
responses
DTT Previous Number Alone Speed: The median response time for
correct responses in seconds
DTT Previous Number Alone Thruput: The number of correct
responses-per-minute derived from the subtest speed and accuracy
scores
DTT Previous Number Dual Accuracy: The percentage of correct
responses
DTT Previous Number Dual Speed: The median response time for
correct responses in seconds
DTT Previous Number Dual Thruput: The number of correct
responses-per-minute derived from the subtest speed and accuracy
scores

Note. Adapted with permission from tables in the CogScreen-AE Professional
Manual (1995).
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Date: November 29.2001
To:

John Austin, Pnncipal Investigator
Ryan Olson, Student Investigator for thesis or dissertation

From: Mary Lagerwey, Chair
Re:

/W

HSIRB Project Number 01-11-12

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled “The
Development of Student Landing Skills in Beginning Flight Training: Performance
Prediction, Performance Measurement, and Performance Improvement” has been
approved under the full category of review by the Human Subjects Institutional Review
Board. The conditions and duration of this approval are specified in the Policies of
Western Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research as
described in the application.
Please note that you may only conduct this research exactly in the form it was approved.
You must seek specific board approval for any changes in this project. You must also
seek reapproval if the project extends beyond the termination date noted below. In
addition if there are any unanticipated adverse reactions or unanticipated events
associated with the conduct of this research, you should immediately suspend the project
and contact the Chair of the HSIRB for consultation.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.

Approval Termination:

November 21,2002
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Contact and Background Information
||, n i .

Male

Sex:

Female

Birth Date:
E-mail address:
Phone number

(

.

Hours of total previous flying
experience:
Hours of solo flying experience:
Types of devices/games/software:

Experience with personal computerbased aviation software (games or
FAA approved aviation training
devices)

Estimated hrs of experience with each device,
game, or software type:

How many credit hours are you
enrolled in this sem ester?
Do you work at a job besides being
a student? If yes, how many hours
per week do you work on average?
How many majors do you have?
Estimate the usual or average
number of hours of sleep you get
each night or every 24-hour cycle.

Yes

1

2

1 2

3

No

hrs/week:

3

4

5

6

7 8 9 10 11 12
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Participant:

Date:

Start Time:

End Time:

Trial#:

cription
Take
Off

Normal Take Off. Cfimb
to 3000 feet at 500 ft/min

Leg 1

Normal cruise straight
and level 1 min

Turn 1

Normal cruise 15 sec.
left turn

Leg 2

Normal cruise straight
and level 1 m il

Turn 2

Climbing (500 ft/min) 1
min right turn

Leg 3

Normal cruise straight
and level 30 sec.

Turn 3

Normal cruise 15 sec.
right turn

Leg 4

Change to low cruise, fly
straight and level for 2
min.

Turn 4

Low cruise 15 sec. right
turn

10:00

Leg 5

Low cruise straight and
level 45 sec.

10:15

Turn 5

Low cruise 1 min 15 sec.
left turn

11:00

Leg 6

Change to normal cruise,
fly straight and level 2
min

12:15

Turn 6

Descending (500 ft/min)
1 min right turn

14:15

Leg 7

Change to low cruise, fly
straight and level 2 min

15:15

Turn 7

Low cruse 1 min right
turn

17:15

Leg 8
Leg 9
END

Change to normal cruise
and fly straight and level
30 sec.
___
Normal cruise VOR
tracking to AZO heading
3 min

00:00

Y N

18:15
18:45
21:45
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Appendix F
Summary Histograms of Error Types Across 12 Landing Dimensions
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